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VOL. 43.
BRYAN VISITS

RANGERS

KING EDWARD
Interview Was

At Latter'

JEMEZJESERVE

Supervisor Kneipp
Tells of Proposed
Improvements.
TREE

NURSERIES

To Be Started to Replace
ForestsRanges in Fine
Condition.
"Everything is in splendid condition. Rains have been abundant and
the gross is looking fine. The cattle ranges are in excellent condition
and the sheep ranges are better now
than they have been tor year."
Such is the gratifying information
that la Drought back by Supervisor
Leon F. Kneipp, who returned yesterday afternoon from an inspection tour
Mr.
of the Jemez Forest Reserve.
Kneipp was interviewed this morning
by a New Mexican reporter at his office in the federal building. Continuing he said:
"One feature of my trip which was
a source of great satisfaction was
explaning to the residents the new
law which permits of location on agricultural lands inside the government
forest reserves under the homestead
act. Everywhere I went there was
great rejoicing among the people settled on the Jemez reserve. 1 explained the rules and regulations of the
law so often that I found myself talking about it in my, sleep. The titles
to thee claims were heretofore rather
shaky but the settlers will not have
any difficulty in proving up on their
homesteads under the hew law now
that the tracts have been surveyed.
Increase Force of Rangers.
Mr. Kneipp stated that the force of
rangers will be increased on the Jemez
At present there are nine
Reserve.
rangers employed there, but hence
forth fourteen will be allowed in the
summer time and ten during the winFour vacancies remainter monthB.
ed to be filled to bring the ranger
force up to the full quota of fourteen,
and these additional rangers will be
can be
put on as soon as good men
secured for the positions. The ranger
force on the Pecos Reserve", .which is
also under the supervision of Mr.
Kneipp,. will still remain at four.
Small Nurseries of Forest Trees.
Small forest nurseries are to be established at the headquarters of each
ranger on the forest reserves, accordissued by
ing to instructions recently
line forestry bureau. It is understood
that these nurseries are to be established for tine purpose of securing a
of
supply of trees to take the place
the matured and fire killed timber.
The forest nurseries will be started
as rapidly as possible, where suitable
can
ground is available and seedlings
be planted to advantage. Each nursery will be under the care of the local
ranger. The nurseries need not be
more than a few rods in extent but
must be on fertile, workable soil,
which can be irrigated if necessary.
Mr. Kneipp has been ordered to communicate with his rangers and ascertain the number of available sites in
reserves under Ms Jurisdicthe two
'
tion.
TO Take Better uarf ot ncwrvra.
A strong effort is alsV Vlng made to
improve the standard of the technical
management of the forest reserves.
Protection of the forests against fires
is .the first and most pressing need,
but it is intended thatactivemeasures
to Improve the condition and character
of the existing forests on the reserves shall be enforced where lumbering is done. Improvement in the
composition of the forest will be secured by so managing as to increase
the proportion and yield of the better
kinds of timber. Areas now barren
will be planted as rapidly as possible,
particularly on draining basins which
furnish water for irrigation and domestic use. Species not growing naturally in a region but Which may be
raised with success and profit, will
eventually be introduced artificially.
Intensive methods of forest management to be increasingly successful
must be based upon accurate knowledge of the sllvical characteristics and
requirements of native forest trees and
of local conditions of soli and climate
In relation to their forest growth. Such
knowledge is acquired only gradually
and with the utmost, care. In order
to secure such knowledge it has been
decided by the forestry service . to
start at once a careful study of the
needs and life habits of the most Important forest trees covering the
points suggested.
Bids were advertised to be opened
in Washington today for the sale of
four million feet of matured timber in
the Jemez reserve in the vicinity of
Bland. This timber will be available
for, a number of commercial purposes,
but principally as railroad ties and
telegraph or telephone polts.
THIRD OF OEAF MUTE
BROTHERS IS DROWNED.

SENA CASE DISMISSED.

LIFE ON

WOMAN

5

E

Wife Must Choose

Either Husband
or Mother.

given by Arthur J. Tinker to Pedro
Sunches, supervisor of census, as an
An opinion In the case
interpreter.
was handed down by Judge Phillips in
the United Slates court of appeals.
Sena was convicted lit four courts
and sentenced to one year and a day
In each, The supreme court of the
Territory of New Mexico admitted that
a statute under which the light to
have the judgment of the district court
reviewed on appeal by the supreme
court of the Territory was repealed,
without a saving clause; that the authority of the appellate court to review
the case was taken away, and it was
left without jurisdiction over tho subject matter. The supreme court, how.
ever, affirmed the sentence of the lower court, when, in Judge Phillips opinion, It could only dismiss the case.
This case was heard before Judge
Phillips in the United States court of
appeals for the eighth circuit at St.
Paul, Minnesota, several months ago.
Assistant U. S. Attorney ;,E. L. Med-kr- ,
of Albuquerque, represented the
United States. The action and decision of the trial court, over which
Judge McFie presided, was never reviewed by the territorial supreme
court.
This latter court dismissed
the case on the ground that 'the appeal bad never been perfected and
then added an order' affirming the
judgment of the lower court. Judge
Phillips evidently held Hunt if there
was no jurisdiction in the territorial
supreme court, even the case by virtue
of the appeal not having been perfected, the court had no power to affirm
the decision of the lower court. That
is, the territorial supreme court has
absolutely no jurisdiction in the case
to enter any order, except that of
dismissal. Until the text of the deci
sion in the case reaches here, it can
not he definitely stated what the order
of the court of appeal is and what the
result will be, but according to the
report as token from the St. Louis
dispatch, the dismissal by Judge Phillips virtually closes
the matter and the defendant will not
have to serve the sentence Imposed
upon him by the trial court for the
First, Judicial District in Santa Fe.
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APPEAL TO RE$3,000 FOR REPAIRS
PUBLICAN VOTERS
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Chairman Sherman's Call to Aid
gressional Campaign Committee

This Amount Also Includes Expenditure of $1,400 for New Pipe
, Organ.

The New Mexican

Con-

takes nleaaurn

the First In publishing the following call from
Presbyterian Church announces that the Republican Congressional Camthe bill for improvements on the paign Committee and urges all
good
Rev. George F. Sevier, of

church and parsonage property will
amounttoover$3,000. The biggest item
of expense will be for the pipe organ
which cost about $1,400. An addition
to the rear of the church had to be
built to accommodate the organ, and
the ground floor of this Is used as the
Sunday school room. Bricks for sidewalks along the church property and
lea ding to the front door of the manse
are on the ground and the pavements
will be laid as soon as the bricklayers
can get around to the work, During
the fall It is proposed to have a
furnace Installed in the basement of
the church and this will add somewhat to the expenses. The Christian
Endeavor Society of the Church Is figuring on raising money enough to purchase an ornamental fence to replace
the present unsightly one.

j

in the St. Louis Globe-Democrsays
that on a teolin lea lily of law Mariano
Sena of Santa Fe will not serve four
years at hard labor In the penitentiary

at Santa Fe for the alleged forgery
lot receipts, purporting to have been

Nesbit-Holma-

TREES ON SCHOOL
GROUND DEAD SOLDIERS

GOVERNMENT

Who

's

ALLEGED SLAYER
IN

ROSWElf JAIL

Juan Hernandez Accused of Shooting
uemecio Rubio Two Years
Ago Under Arrest.
News comes from Roswell that Juan
Hernandez, the man accused of shooting to death Deinecio Rubio on the
plains twelve miles southwest of
Roswell on February 1, 1904, is now
in the Chaves County bastile.
He
was arrested several days ago in
Abilene, Texas, on a charge of horsestealing and was recognized by the
officers there as the man wanted for
in New Mexico.
They
notified Sheriff Woodruff, who had
sent descriptions of Hernandez all over the Southwest, and when the
Chaves County officer went after him,
they readily gave him up to answer
the more serious charge.
Sheriff
Woodruff came in Sunday with the
prisoner, bringing him hand cuffed as
he was said to be a desperate character He will be given a hearing as
soon as the lawyers can arrange for
the trial.
The killing of the Rubio boy is well
remembered by Roswell people.
He
was found several days after he was
shot, the body in a decayed condition.
He was the son of Juan Rubio, a well
known horse owner. Hernandez was
accused of the crime for various reasons, one of which was that the boy
was an important witness against
him in a case that was up for trial
about that time, and another reason
was that Hernandez disappeared after
the killing. When arrested at Abilene, Hernandez was going under the
name of Juan Coterrez. His wife was
with aim. He did not admit that he
was Juan Hernandez until within ten
miles of Carlsbad and he told Sheriff Woodruff that he was the man acHe knew there were many
cused.
men in Roswell who would recognize
him anyway.
When seen at the jail by a Record
reporter yesterday morning, Juan was
reticent about the crime with which
he is charged. He denied that he was
guilty. His wife is still at Abilene.

Republicans to comply with" the request of the committee. This vear's
congressional campaign is of great
moment to the country and it Ik im.
portant for the people and the Republi.
can party that a majority of Republican congressmen should be elected.
Any and all aid Eiven the pfimmiitw.
will be fully appreciated by its mem
bers and will redound to the benefit of
the country and of the Republican
party The notice reads:
To Republicans:
"We are anxious to have every Republican in close touch, and working
in harmony with the Republican National Congressional Committee in fav
or of the election of a Republican Con
gress. "The Congressional campaign must
be based on the administrative
and
legislative record of the party, and,
that being so, Theodore Roosevelt's
WAS MAJOR
personality must be a central figure
DREYFUS INSULTED? and his achievement s a central thought
In the campaign.
"We desire to maintain the work of
HonAfter
Officer
Brother
Being
By
this campaign with popular subscripored By President Report
tions of One Dollar each from RepubOfficially Denied.
licans. To each subscriber we will WHO WILL GET
send the Republican National CamSAGE'S MONEY
Paris, July 26. Just after being paign Text Book and all documents
honored by President Fallieres at Issued by the Committee.
Report That Dead Financier Left His
"Help us achieve a great victory.
Elysee Palace, yesterday, Major DreyMillions to His Wlfs Denied By
JAMES
S,
SHERMAN, Chairman,
fus was publicly Insulted in the Cercle
Her Nephew.
Box
York."
P. O,
2063, New
'Milltaire, one of the most exclusive
clubs of Paris, by) an unknown comNew York, July 26. The published
mandant who struck him In the face. NAVY NEEDS
that Russel Sage bequeathed
MEN.
report
3,000
riot.
It
Instantly there was 'almost a
all of his estate to his widow was
appears that the incident was prearSlocum
Fill 'Vacancies Caused By Deaths denied today by Major Herbert,
ranged. ; The "officer who attacked To
Mrs. Sage's nephew.
and to Man
Enlistments,
Expired
La
that
declared
to
said
have
Dreyfus
New Ships.
he would refuse to fight a duel in orMAYOR JOHNSON OF
der toTning opprobrium on Dreyfus
CLEVELAND IN COURT.
Deand force him to retire from active
26.
The
Navy
Washington, July
: ;
service.
about
Itself
short
..
by
partment finds
Cleveland, Ohio, July 26. Mayor'
Official Denial of Assault Story.
three thousand enlisted men of the
Paris, July 26. An official denial needs of the navy, caused by the Thomas L. Johnson, charged with
was issued today of the report that building of new. ships, discharges, contempt for disregarding the injuncMajor Dreyfus was assaulted yester- deaths and other causes. The depart- tion to restrain him from tearing up
day, by; a brother officer at the Mil- ment proposes to make an effort, to certain street railway tracks, appeared
itary club. According to the official have a big reserve force on hand as before Judge Ford today. The court,
statement, no unpleasant Incident oc- early as possible and to this end In- however, decided to postpone the
matter until July 31st,
curred.
structions have been sent to the re- whole
cruiting officers to stir themselves and
The Santa Fe Daily New Mexican
Largest tad beat equipped Bindery get all the good men thst, are
In the Southweit
la headquarters for all kinds of blanks.

is

Responsible
of Kindergarten
Building,

A dispatch on the date of July 21,

William J. Bryan,
by Ambassador
In private audience by King Edward at Buckingham
Palace today. The visit was paid at
the King's especial request. The Inter
view was quite Informal and was
marked by pleasing cordiality which
the King Is accustomed to show
Americans in whom he Is interested.
Only the King, Mr. Held and Mr. Bry- ii
an were present. The conversation
largely turned on the subject of peace
and the conference of the
Union with the objects of Made by Mrs. Holman Who
which the King showed himself thord
Tells that White
oughly in accord. Subsequently the
Her.
King received some eighty members of
the
Union in the
throne room.
New York, July 26. The Thaw defense is anything but worried over the
TERRIFIC CLOUDpublication of the Mrs.
letters. An official statement to that
BURST IN FRANCE effect was made by Clifford
Hartrldge
chief counsel for Harry Kendall Thaw.
ReCaused Large Loss of Property
"The letters speak for themselves,"
ported Deaths Is Later
said Mr. Hartrldge, "they are certainDenied.
ly not damaging to the defense. It is
absurd to print that Thaw was de
Turine, July 26. A terrible cloudafter reading the letters."
burst In the region of Mount Cenis pressed
It Is known, moreover, that the
tunnel caused a" great loss of life and Thaw
defense regards the letters as
Almost the enproperty yesterday.
another link in tho chain that
tire village of Fourneaux at French only
Is expected to prove that Mrs.
End was destroyed. Twenty4wo houssought to persuade Evelyn
es were demolished, fifteen persons Nesbit-Thato leave her husband and
killed and sixty wounded in that vireturn to Stanford White.
The
cinity.
damage is estimated at
The publication of the letters of
a million dollars.
Mrs.
to Stanford White
Missing People Turned Up Safe.
puts the beautiful actress wife of liar- Modane, France, July 26. The rery Kendall Thaw in a difficult posi
port that fifteen persons were killed tion.
She must choose, finally and
as a result of a cloudburst yesterforever between her mother, who is an
day in Mont Cenls district Is incorrect. Some persons were missing but Implacable enemy of the young mil
all have been found and It ds defi- lionaire, and her husband, a prisoner
In the Tombs. On her choice, and on
nitely established that there was no the
testimony she may be called on
loss of life.
to give wtien the case comes to trial,
dhe life of the young Pltt.shureer mnv
MANY DEATHS
rest.
ON RAILROADS Admitted That White Supported Her.
Mrs,
has admitted
that she had been practically supported
1,921
Collisions, 1,569 Derailments,
by Stanford White, and it Is known
Cost 1,126 Lives and 17,170 People
that She entertained a bitter animosiHurt In 3 Months.
ty against Thaw because in his winning of Evelyn Nesbit from Stanford
Washington, July 2G. The Accident White he had cut off the
money that
Bulletin, which has just been issued was being supplied Mrs. Nesblt-Hol- .
Commisthe
Interstate Commerce
by
man by Stanford White.
sion for the three months ending
The publication of the letters, how.
March 31, 1906, shows the total num- ever,
brought former Chief of Police
ber of casualties to passengers on railRoger O'Mara hurriedly from Pitts- roads and employes to be 18,296
Durg.
jne importance of his visit
(1,126 killed and 17,170 injured.) This to this
city was woven when Ewlvn
is an Increase of seventeen in the Nesbit-TJmdrove to the Twenty-UhirIn.
number killed and fifty-twthe
street police station in her elec-trinumber injured over those reported in
hansom and took him immediate.
the preceding three months.
ly to the Tombs, where they wore
The total number of collisions and mei oy
Mr. Hartrldge. A long conderailments was 3,490 (1,921 collisions ference ensued
and Mrs. Tha
and 1,569 derailments,) of which 289 the detective went
to Hartridge's of- collisions and 167 derailments affected nee wrm
the lawyer for another conpassenger trains. The damage to cars, ference.
engines and roadway by these acciO'Mara admitted havinE- RPfin Mrs
dents amounts to $2,924,785. There
in Pittsburg since the
Is also a decrease of .232 in the numpublication of the letters
ber of collisions and derailments over declined to state what
had transpired
those reported in the preceding three at their
interview,
months.
Nesbit-Holma-

EW

NO. 134

United States Judge Phillips Takes
This Action on Appe.il Says
Dispatch.

26.

who was introduced
Reld, was received

.

Martinez, Cal., July 26. Henry
the son of John Issiet, a wealthy
rancher at Martinez, was drowned
while bathing in the river at Knight-son-.
This is the third son of John
Issiet who has been drowned near
here. All the sons were deaf mutes,
and when In danger while bathing had
no means of attracting attention of
those who might have saved them. .

W5

Request
Informal 'Members
Union Received.

London, July

SILL

EXI CAN

Being Discussed by

Labor Leaders
and Politicians
DISTRESS

FINANCIAL

By

FEARED

EmperorTreasury

Ex-haust-

ed

Bolstering Up
Markets.
St. Petersburg, July 26. The government Is using every means to
create tho impression both at home
and abroad, that the crisis has been
successfully passed. Official reports
seem to create the impression that
there has been lltitle response among
the masses to a plan for a general
strike, as a preliminary to a general
uprising. The government claims to
have the most dangerous revolutionary leaders behind the bars. The future is dependent on the government's
ability to continue Its foreign loan operations and the disastrous fall of Russian securities ha,s created consternation In government circles. As a matter of fact, the government can hardly
be blind to the evidence that it is
living over a volcano and that danger
of n eruption is far from ended. The
committees on labor and political
are conferring not only on
the question of calling a general strike
but. actually on tho question of
settling
up a provisional government. No final
decision has yet been taken.
Desperately Holding Prices Up.
St. Petersburg, July 2C The efforts
of the government bankers succeeded
in keeping prices moving upward on
the Bourse today. The government
issues at one time were two points
higher. Six of the elected members
of the council of the Empire, (the upper house parliament) have resigned.

or Lease
School

bdle

MEXICAN BORDER

A special meeting of the board of
education was held at 3 o'clock yesterday afternoon in the office of Judge
N. fi. Luughlln.
Mayor Thomas B.
Catron presided. Those present were:
Judge Laughlln, Charles F. Hasley,
Jose Segura. Jose D. Sena, Jose Sanchez, J. L. Seligman.
Professor J.
A. Wood, the superintendent
of citv
schools, and A, C. Ireland were tho
only absentees.
The meeting was called primarily
for the purpose of deciding what disposition Hliould be made of the kindergarten building, whether to rent It
or offer It for sale, and to fix the price
in either case. Mrs. P. B. Campbell
of Durango, Colorado, attended the
meeting and made a proposition to
rent it with the privilege of buying
later on. She stated that she was
a
thinking seriously of establishing
steam laundry here and upon Investigation found that the kindergarten
buildlns could be utilized for such a
plant Mrs". Campbell said she preferred to rent the building first and then
if the business came up to expectations she would probably purchase it.
Whatever action the board of education takes In the matter will be done
today. The proposition was sent to
the committee on buildings
and
grounds with power to act and it was
thought that- a mutually satisfactory
price for rental with privilege of buying could be reached this afternoon.
The establishing of street liens for
houses on school property and water
ing the trees on the school premises
came up for Informal discussion. These
two matters were discussed at some
length at a previous meeting and
members wanted to know what was
being done about them. It was stated
that nearly half of the young trees
which were planted had died and the
question was raised as to whether they
had been watered sufficiently,
Mr. Easley
acted as temporary
secretary in the absence of Professor
Wood.
The hoard then adjourned.

Delegate Andrews Receives Information of Speedy Commencement.
The director of the Geological Survey has Informed Delegate Andrews
that Important survey work will be
oommenced soon on the Jemea Forest
Reserve' in Rio Arriba and that the
level line will be run from Tucson,
Arizona, to Doming in this Territory.
The letter shows that Delegate Andrews has taken much Interest to
secure these surveys and reads:
"Hon, W. II. Andrews, House of
Representatives.
"Sir In view of your interest in
the continuation of topographic and
forest surveys in your Territory, I take
in advising you that in plans
approved by the Honorable, the Seere-"tarof the Interior, provision has been
made for the topographic mapping, together with the extension of horizontal and vertical contour, of the entire Jemez Forest Reserve; also for
the carrying of a level line from Tucson, to Deming, New Mexico.
"It is hoped to complete the larger
portion of this work with the present
appropriation and to continue same
next year, provided the future appropriations win permit.
"Respectfully,
"CHARLES WALCUT,
"Director Geological Survey."
plea-sur-

y

A HANGING EXPERIENCE
Tramp Thief at Epria Suspended
Mid-Ai-

r

by Companions.

In

In-

Twenty-Fift- h

fantry Abandons
Nebraska Fort.
T

L

That Troops Are Sent in
Case of Outbreak in
Sister Republic.
Washington, July 2C

As the result
of Fort Niobrara,

of the abandonment

Nebraska, the 25th infantry has been
ordered to posts along the Rio Grande
In Texas. This
regiment wili participate In tho Joint, maneuvers of the
militia and regular army at Austin
Texas, before taking Its new stations'
Maneuvers at Austin will begin tomorrow and after their
completion the
infantry will be distributed as follows:
Stations of the Companies of
Regi-men- t.

Fort Bliss, headquarters
of band
and Companies E, F, G and H; Fort
Brown, Companies B, C and D: Fort
Melntosh Companies I, K, L and M.
The War Department officials
that the movement of infantry todeny
the
Mexico border was influenced
by the
recent riots at Cananea and the rumors of an
movement in
Mexico.
Negro Soldiers Reach Texas.

Foit Worth, Texas, July 26. A
thousand negro regulars from Nebraska, arrived here today en route to
the
encampment at Austin. The movement of such a large body of
soldiers
to the south, in
connection with the
dlsiurliances feared in Mexico, has
caused considerable comment here

,

SURVEY OF JEMEZ
FOREST RESERVE

10

GOLDEN MINING

NO REDSKINS FOUND

DIS- -

1KICTTOTHE FRONT

Reports of Wholesale Cattle Stealing
By Indians Not Substantiated.

Large Mill ,0 Be Put up
by Frank
Owen of This
City In Golden Mining District,

In regard to the reported wholesale
killing of cattle by outlaw Indians,
recently In western Socorro and Grant
Counties, Captain Fred Fornoff ot the
New Mexico Mounted Police, has received a report from First Sergeant
Robert W. Lewis telling of the tetter's efforts to apprehend the
Lewis
rustlers.
Sergeant
spent fifteen days to trying to round
up the alleged cattle thieves but was
forced to abandon the Fearcb after
following an old trail without encountering substantial Indians.
While the first sergeant of the
mounted police was at Alma a man
rode Into the town and Informed the
officer that he had seen sixteen Indians, who had from thirty to forty
horses with them, and were skinning
a beef when he saw them. He stated
that the redskins were camped near
the trail running from Dry Creek to
Mule Springs, six or seven miles from
Meadow's Ranch. At the request of
the first sergeant he agreed to guide
the officer to the spot, and they set
out for the place early the next morning, but could not find any of Indians. There were no signs of a camp
at the spot indicated nor tracks of
any kind.
An Indian trail several days old was
found the next day, and the officer
started to follow it in company with
several other men, among them B. P.
Harbour, who has a ranch on Dry
Creek. Mr. Harbour told the officer
that one of his neighbors had been
robbed of nearly everything he had
of value, and laid the thefts to outlaw
Indians. After following the 'trail for
some time they discovered the embers of a camp fire and a small quantity of roasted muscal. They followed
the trail to Saceton Peak and thence
to the breaks of West Mogollon Creek.
At the latter place they found a
camp which from all indications had
been used at least ten years, and there
was about a ton of beef bones around
the camping grounds.
The trail led
from there to Lookout Mountain. After going six miles farther south they
gave up the search and returned to
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of inspection,
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A lynching bee which would
probably have had a fatal ending but for
the timely intervention of some of the
railroad men and townpeople occurred
last Sunday at Epris, a station on the
Eastern Railway of New Mexico. A
gang of tramps struck the town and
proceeded to set drunk. One of the
hoboes robbed two of his comrades of
$40 and a gold watch.
The others
when they discovered who the thief Alma,
wa conceived the idea of hanging
him, and strung him up to the eaves
of a large warehouse. When cut down FIELD ESTATE
the victim was unconscious and would
HEAVILY ASSESSED
likely have been strangled to death
had he been suspended any longer
with his heels kicking in the air. The Total Assessed Valuation is 180 Million Dollars Amount Taxes Due
would-b- e
lynchers beat a hasty retreat
$2,500,000.
and the tramp they attempted to hang
also disappeared as soon as he was
resusitated.
Chicago, July 26, The Board of Review yesterday decided that the estate of Marshall Field shall be asJAPANESE TO
sessed this year at $180,000,000. The
VISIT VENICE executors will be compelled to pay
to the county $2,500,000, which
is
Cousin of Mikado and Admiral Togo more
than the total amount of personAlso Convey National Sympathy
al property on which Field was taxed
For Striken 'Frisco.
.
during the last years of his life. The
greater
part of the sum to be paid Is
26.
Venice, July
Commissioner Y. to come from a
collection of baok
Kushibiki, who has charge of the Jap- taxes.
anese exhibition in Venice, has made
the announcement that Prince Kan-nia first cousin of the Mikado, will YOUNG INDIANS RETURN
FROM BEET FIELDS.
shortly visit Venice. The prince is
going to California as the personal
representative of the Mikado to conSeventy young Indians from the lo- vey to Governor Pardee and President Ual training school who have been
Roosevelt the sympathy of his nation working in the Rocky Ford sugar beet
for San Francisco In her great disas- fields for the past two months, have
ter. Prince Kannln Is now on his way returned home. They were satisfied
across the Pacific.
Commissioner with the result of their work and
Kushibiki also says that Admiral brought considerable ready cash with
them. A large number of boys from
Togo Is to visit tii! Jamestown Exposition and after that will go to
the Pueblos west of Albuquerque,
have come home.
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MrvJtroet stated

Un

Pleased with
He predicts rapid

'Upon our arrival at
Golden," said
Mr. Owen, "r
.
iu
number of the mines in that
district
He secured samples and
made investi- -

o.l

ti,

;ii convinced
him Ithat
there was plenty of
paying ore in

"On the property in which
I am interested. We- n. nrsnnnllir
ni i .
ions
of average ore, taken from
a number
of leased claims
through the little
.m., wn.cn is neing operated
there. From this amount of
ore( we
secured over 27 ounces of
at about $5.50 per ounce. gold valued
"Mr. Street's
enthusiasm
,
Upon me to tho evtnnf m
i
controlling interests in three other
.
.
ClaJmn
nf fro
luuiiiis ore. i round
that others appreciate the future in
store for that district as all claims
which have been allowed to
lapse because nf lnnlr ...i
rt ooOM.i worK
and
with the law, have been
taran
""""" m
"Colonel J. A. Wood
manager of the
Gold Bullion
Company, is doing a
large amount of work on the property
of that company and has
begun active
mining and milling. Other mlne3 are
being worked on a smallor basis
"The little mill in which I am interested, is running night and day and
the ore being handled Is
paying very
well.
I have about made
arrangements for a mill capable of hanrtun
twenty tons of ore every twenty-fouhours and expect to Install It soon.
"There is no doubt in my mind and
In the mind of Mr. Street
that the
GnlrtAn luinlnv rMHin
m
iut win ue- one oi
iiau
the foremost in New Mexico within the

ni

r

l.-

NEPHEW OF PRINCE
B1SMARK DEAD
In Niissouri
nor of

Once Lieutenant GoverEighty
Years Old.

That State

St. Louis, Mo

July

26.

H. C.

Brok-mye-

former Lieutenant Governor of
Missouri and for a time acting Gover-- ,
nor, died today aged eighty years.
was a nephew of the "Iron Chancellor," Prince Bismarck, on his mother's
aide.

NOMINATIONS FOR
JUDICIAL PLACES
In Missouri
i

Term

John Kennlsh For Long
J. T. Neville For a

Shorter

One.

The
Jefferson, City, Mo July 26.
Republican State Judicial Convention
today nominated John Kennlsh, assistant attorney general, for the long
term of ten years and JudgsJames
T, Neville of Springfield (orilSvWhorl
term of two years on the supreme,
bench.
The New Mexican Bindery Is turn-NeMexican Review and get the
by sending la a number of orders. .
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THE BRINK IS NEAR.
AND FALSEHOODS.
The Cincinnati Post, published .in Few Santa Fe People Know How Near
It la.
one of the largest cities of the countime you neglect backache,
eat, a good deal of
where
Every
hey
try
THE NEW MEXICAN
PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
Allow
to
Ihe kidneys
become
Wienerwurst and many pretzels and
.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
MAX. FROST, Editor.
where they drink beer until Mie cows clogged,,
Fail to cure urinary disorders,
come homo, in a recent issue publishes
You get nearer the brink of Bright 's
he fallowing piece of sensational hash
Entered as Second Class Matter at tho Snnta Fe Postoilleo.
and ridiculous fake story concerning disease,
Doan's Kidney Pills will save you
t'be recent earthquake disturbances in
4 oo
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION. ..
Doily, six months, by ninil..
The story is so from danger.
2'on t'he Socorro Valley.
.2n Dally, thrpe months., by mnl
Daily, per week, hy carrier
Proof of it in Santa Fe testimony.
and shows so
2 (Hi silly, so
1.00 Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by carrier
of
Ruperto Martinez, of Griffin Street,
1. 00
much
geography
mivll
six
75
month
Ignorance
Weekly,
Dally, per 'month, by
'that it is cer- says: "I knew that a pretty sure In.75 and of conditions
7.50 Weekly, per quarter. .
Dally, one year, by mail
Is an
tainly astounding that any newspaper dication of kidney complaint
In my case there was
The New Mexican Is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It Is Rent to man, even if In Cincinnati, should aching back, but
trouble with
'argo an. growing circulation allow it to appear in Kite columns of added lo that, annoyance
tvery postcrnce In the Terrltar md baa
At
first ihe
the
secretions.
in
news
or
a
even
as
kidney
a
dispatch,
paper
among the Intelligent and progressive pcopio 01 wie
eviany oilier form. There is one serious pain across the loins was the only
side to this balderdash and that :ls dence, but latterly the condition and
that there are many people Who aire action of the kidney secretions plainignorant enough to believe the truck, ly told me that I must do something
and others who want to believe it, for my kidneys or aggravated trouble
This naturally results in .injury and would follow. I went to Ireland's drug
dolrlment to the towns and sections store for Dean's Kidney Pills, took a
IN CRIMINAL
good will of many citizens of the TerIMPROVEMENT
mimed, and to New Mexico in gen- course of the treatment and the comJURISPRUDENCE.
ritory and who Is thoroughly acqualnt-- i eral. Verily, it looks as If the fool plication stopped. To show my faith
ed
with its conditions and resources,
killer would have much work to do in In Doan's Kidney Pills, let mo tell you
I( I.,, a nxni. nt hho loilfl IllC MilllCl'S
interview published In the New
Cinclnnali and olher kvrge eastern that while working at Walrous getand magazines; as well as law journals
'
.
have discussed criminal jurisprudence
cities were he to come around. Tt is ting out, stone for the railroad an acnnuu III
Ul Hit? 1JJUlllJIl,
JJCVIjJIC Ul
well right here to declare that about quaintance of mine was compelled to
in ho United Slates as it is now rounn
Mexico
New
Arizona
and
reject
in the stop and go home on account of his
has been going on for many
nine out of ton words
and as
Hamilact
as
the
known
the enabling
advised him to use Doan's
years past. Many of these criticisms ton Statehood Law, never again would dispatch are absolute frabricnt Ions and back,
Ho acted on my advice
Pills,
are very unfavorable and scarcely a
untruths.
That
the
kidney
downright,
depths
congress of the United states treat
any had a good word to say for the them as generously and as kindly as of ignorance concerning New Mexico and In a couple of days after comand its administration. in that measure. The
to
in many sections of the coun- mencing their use ha returned
present
judge, who en existing
work."
bo
the
That, nevertheless, crime in many
by
try
might
gauged
properly
of
promtthe
many
joys
acquaintance
of he United States Is punished nent statesmen and
For sale by all dealers. Price ui
iwexicu,
polkicians and who i'"i"
'
Is to be
cents.
and
efficiently
Co., Buffalo,
lo show the absurdity and
fairly
swiftly,
understands conditions at tho National
and
to
the
New
more
learning
of
ascribed
York, sole agents for (he United
the stories published, the
also said that he thought, were Mmcss
integrity of the courts and often to the joint statehood measure de-- ! New Mexican republishes the item States,
and
Remember Ihe nameDean's
the good character of the men who feated at the polls In November next, fi'om the Post In full:
"Town Rocks; Peoplo Flee; Santa take no other,
compose juries than to the innate effi- Congress would In the near fut lire ere-- ;
ciency and strength of the criminal ate the state of Arizona out of Ihe Fe quivers like a , flail buildings
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
laws, cannot be successfully disputed. two Territories at any rate, with or cricked.
Herewith nre some bargains offered
Criminal jurisprudence as a
"Santa Fe, X, M., July 10.
without the consent, of the. people.
however, is being improved through- There Is a serious matter for thorough two earthquake shocks have been felt by the New Mexican Priming Cora
out the land and within a decade many reflection and earnest consideration since Sunday. Few people have slept Pny: Code of ClvJ Procedure of the
etianges for the belter have come, and in these statements. Judge Reynolds in their houses in the Rio Grande Vnl-- ! Territory of .New Mexico, 1897, sheep
before the end of the present decade Is a true friend and sincere
ley. and refugees from towns In the bound l; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
5! Missouri
(omn
Code;
many more will be ihe order of the of the people of tho Sunshine Terri valley are coming Into Snnta Fe nnd
PlendlngR, $(i; the two for $10; Adnptday and will have been brought about. tory. He has no axes to grind and Albunueraue
'Socorro has been badly damaged. ed to Now Mexico Code, Laws of New
Referring to this all important ques- looks nt. the situation as a cool anil
who wishes rite court house is wrecked. The MMcl,,
im 190l n1 190S BngUb
tion, the Kansas City Star timely and unprejudiced observer
sensibly says that Judge Amldon's 'ar- tiiat his friends in the Sunshine Terri buildings of the School of- Mines are 'earner, .!; l'.tur. Ktigiisn and hpanisn
,!cl!nts
raignment of the defects of Ameri- tory and in Arizona should do the best cracked, and nearly oven-' ymMmnw 'tor 1,10 rmind trln'
fun
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.2."
can criminal jurisprudence differs from under the circumstances and secure in the town Is .innmroH
"The shocks were felt ns far soii'th Pamphlet. $2.7R; full leather $3.50;
popular dissat Isfaot ion only In that It for themselves the "colossal benefits,"
Cover
Pocket
Flexible
is learned, This thoughtful jurist, like as ho calls them, contained In the as FJ Paso, Texas, where a slreet cw Sheriff's
two
con
Ne- Hamilton Law.
interview
$1.2.1;
The
of
singlti,
rri
Docket,
Dean
Pound,
was
thrown
Taft,
from the track.
Secretary
V7
r
L
ft..
nu"Observers ronorf M.
nt more OOOKS, i earn; mw mm-..braska, Justice Brewer, Professor Law-so- tains a. great deal of meat and advice
C
of Missouri, and other judicial that the voters of the two Territories smoke arising from the lava fields of
'il'.l!
delivered at
price,
elusive,
censors of our legal system, can defi- will do very well to heed when the de Aiamogordo,
from
hot
probably
in
few
months.
cision is up to them
a
$3.::n (.ach; Compilation Corporation
nitely array the abuses and propose
"n""w
'"""""""iLawH. We; Compilation Mining Laws,
(I'on7
ihe remedies. The people can only
B0c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
feel the wrongs and know that they THE REDUCTION OF THE TERRI
T,MWIIUGI QUUIIUi
full sheep, $fi.50, delivered;
TORIAL DEBT.
could be righted.
"The center of the earthquake (Us- - Reports,
full Hat school Wanks.
I'lte debt ot me territory ot .cw tnirbance is a znno 3ft
Such criticisms of law and of court
w
mil,
practice as those, of Judge Amldon Mexico is less than $750,000 and the- nbont 10 mies w(dej runnlng from thc
The New Mexican Printing Company
conare
same
the
bonds
are
evidencing
and others who have been cited
r.adrone Mountains, southeast through
Is prepared to fill promplly and satissecurities In the S(JPmm
doubly gratifying In that they cannot sidered
Amonlo
am,
San
Mar.
factorily all orders for engraved visitawaken the resentment of either financial world. Here is more abso- - fiial
Mo of llu.
tle shocks ing cards, marriage announcements,
of
or
t'he
courts
lawyers.
profession
one 1s Invitations and all work of thai kind.
It cannot be objected to these jurists robbed right and left, day and night, preceded by a
rumbling like heavv
that they "are not. lawyers," and,
under.
Territorial Administration.
MARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
therefore, should forever hold their Republican
"People are leaving on every train.
In 1!)7, the Territorial debt amounted
new marrlago license law reTho
peace.
Much Distress.
in round numbers to $1,200,000.
The
quires
probate clerks to post three
if
Does any lawyer doubt that
the
"There has been much distress
,ua nam Intt, In nnnontpTIAltS
The
rtrtrta
...1.- members of the profession should figures speak for themselves.
)1n
Itmnrr
v
kt
n.i,
i.....h iiiu rui,iv, who are camn ng
yellow dog sheets, tho character as- In
the
earnestly address themselves to the sassins and the tax
as heavy rains have fall-- !
,
,,
nM,u
dodgers will, of en in open,
task of ridding American criminal law
the Inst two days.
course, howl that the above item
on cardboard and Is now ready to Oil
and American court practice of their
ui uiu peomo are going to
i
i..l
their views, their talk nnd
rwnni,
strengthens
o,ioh i nci
superficialities and technical absurdi- their newspaper articles. Decent ana E Paso, although many are coming to
ea,,n
!ni
Prona,e clerks
centfl
p0R(er.
ties, they could do so? Occasionally
Albuquerque and Santo Fe.
will look at. the situathfllr
pmer
,mra0(,,afft,y,
a criminal advocate or a judge will patriotic people
The shocks occur in short, sharp
tion from an entirely different standlnfi new ,aw went into offPe( on
declare that a technical privilege Is
the
jerks,
will
vio-vote
,
nnd
this
ground
to
accordingly
seeming
;
point
slip
one of "the most, cherished rights of fall
he
for Republican nominees for leg- oTrL
Man iseq pnn isawi
inun aAV
?jTu""nt
the American citizen." But the public islative offices. Had the administrarugged
and the lawyers In general know bet- tion and the legislative assemblies and Magdalena Mountains is
the cause
WHAT WE WILL DO.
ter, even if the judge does mot. The during the past nine years been in of the continued shocks
Whenever
you want an easy shave
do
not cherish technical any manner corrupt or dishonest, the
, 6" hi
people
"PmvM.
"
imub BKurre mini .
,
hnrhpra r irnvn
"rights," nor desire superficial forms above great reduction In the Terri- real distress Is found among the ,refu- - V,,,, t,,10(i
. on ns at our- salon
io defeat the merits of causes. They torial debt could not have been made.
are not responsible for the present
"himneyS a"d waM '"PI"1 Wll curl and dress the hair' with
conditions, and if the lawyers as a
It cannot be said that the wool
recurrent tremor."
SI..,PB
class do not want to be held respon- growers of New Mexico are losing
!We" Ritlt ihe contour of your face.
..
sible, they should exert themselves to much money when they are receiving i
uiiMBii nago is dead.
Ho hold on jOnr razor sharp and scissors keen,
place the administration of justice up- an average of 18 cents per pound for to his millions as
long as he could Our shop Is nctit nnd towels are clean,
on the basis of merit.
rethis year's wool clip. Let them
and died at the ripe old age of SO And
everything wo think you'll find
Amendments of such deficiencies as member that ten years ago under the years. There
ma;: be some peoplo To suit, the ins to nnd nlease the mind,
Judge Amldon points out wllil have to administration of that pure, noble nnd who regret his demise but thev
are sw. nUaa hath room i W. Ttnhnri.'
come; but the people cannot do the great (?) GroverClcveland, New Mexico
?fr,aim' not o't 1,1 what ia called the jo. K. Barber Shop, 217 Salmon Block,
work so well nor so quickly upon tlbeir wools brought from seven to ten cent
jt.reat West. Westerners have no nse;8an Francisco Street, Santa Pe, N.M.
unaided resources as they could with ner nound These little items th
i, ik oiinuj) 01 kusscii sage,
the general assistance of the bar. New Mexican proposes to Iterate and
SUMMER TOURIST RATES
.
Jurists who take the Initiative for re- reiterate lest, the wool growers, the
lr'1' "
6 SM 18 stronger
To Colorado, Via the Santa Fe.
form attain their highest measure of sheep raisers, the merchants and poo- - f 'X,
k:
Juno Jst "
September 30th the
fc" th
ASJ??
service as legal counsellors.
pie of tho Sunshine Territory general" mibiiwhi up- santa Fe win sen wcuets to uenver
ly forget.
peared, the
republics of San !nn rBinm nt tho rnto nr oor.n- rnin.
THE SITUATION IN RUSSIA.
Salvador and Guatemala agreed to
ra(io Springs, $19.55; Pueblo, $17.55.
of
although
slatehcod,
The Russian situation is becoming
The question
peace terms. Swift and efficient crttis- - Tickets on sale daily nnd are good for
worse daily.
the Second of the most iminance to the people ers are evidently great bearers of return
passage until October 31st.
seems to be a poorer hand at. govern- of New Mexico according to the So- peace and good will,
tI a LUTOi ABet.
did net amount to
ing than even was Louis the Sixteenth, corro Chieftain,
santa Ke, n. m.
whom he in many respects resembles. much In the town cf that, name last
"Out at Socorro, New Mexico, there.
The worst Is to come In the White week. The Chieftain says:
is an earthquake every hour. It must
TO CLOUDCROFT.
"In this particular neck of the woods be
Empire and as usual the Jews, wiho
pretty hard for steady-goinpeople A Summer Resort In Our Own Terr!- are without doubt the best citizens of the importance of the question of
to stick to their old habits tthere."
tory.
Russia, will have to suffer first. They statehood pales into insignificance
.
Commencing June 1st, good for re- are between the upper and the nether when compared with that of the ques- Chicago
The earthquakes at 'Socorro nre! turn September 20th, 1906, the Santa
millstones, the government and the tion of earthquakes."
over and the 'town has resumed its Fe Central Railway, in connection
revolutionists. After a few
The New Mexican can easily under
mnrrt of progress and advancement. with the K. P. & S. W. Railway will
outbreaks there will be more as- stand where the Chieftain i right,
eell round trip tickets at the low rate
sassinations, more killings by the
Colonel Bryan comes forth with of $14.05. For advertising matter demilitary and then the real storm by
Missouri courts have decided that.
fire and sword, the destruction of prop8,an"a scriptive of Clondcroft, call on or adtrusts cannot collect debts in that
""7'' d d n,r "e Should
dress S. B. (Irlmshaw, Genera'. Pa
s. ear
and
the
wholesale
erty
shedding of state. From reliable reports ft seems
he
19 8 as the Demo- - eenger Agent,
blood will commence. These are the
so
do
also.
cannot
other
that
peo.de
candidate for the Presidency.
signs of the times. The dismissal of
Merchants and manufacturers who
the Douma by two decrees which were have heretofore been receiving re- iic win MiiiiHi rue same way after elecIssued last Sunday, and the arrest of bates from railroads nre ready to bring Hon, a defeated candidate.
many of its members cannot but bring
SEASIDE EXCURSIONS
proceedings to test, the validity of the
The nephews of Russell Sage have
about more s&rlous trouble and in- new
Commencing May 1st and until Seprailroad freight reiulalion law.
crease the flames of disaffection and It would be
concluded to contest the old tember 30th the Santa Fe will sell tickvery hard on these peo- already
man's will. It they do, it will take a ets on each Tuc3day, Thursday and
rebellion now already burning brightly
ple were they to obey the provisions
and fiercely In certain parts of the of the statute and then find out that great deal of money as attorneys' fees Saturday to Los Angeles and San Diand court expenses. Were the old ego fromiganta Fe at the rate of $42.90
dominions of Nicholas. No man can
they were unconstitutional.
man to find this out he would certainforetell what the outcome will be.
for the round trip. Return limit of
ly turn In his grave.
r
Providence seems to have put a weakwas
ticket November 30th, 11)06.
Socorro
of
the
city
Although
ling, although a well 'meaning one, on somewhat convulsed by
allowed In California. For particulars
earthquake
The Carlsbad Argus suggests the call nn agents of the ''Santa Fo.
the Russian throne, that the people's shocks
during the past, week, Mayor
H. 8. LUTZ, Agent,
innings might come. To be sure, the Dursum kept, on increasing the water name of Judge A. A. Freeman as a
Russian people are a conglomeration
Santa Fe, N. M.
evi- member of the constitutional convenThe
town.
the
mayor
of
tion from Eddy County. Timely and
of nationalities that are not fit for any supply
a
was
it
good
that
semblance of
good
and will dently thought
which to have much water sectionsuggestion. The people of that,
not be for many years to come. Some time during
could do no better than to
did not want the citiHe
on
hand.
of the nations in the conglomeration
send the judge to represent, them in
he evidently
and
drink
to
zens
whiskey
the convention.
would
form
and resucceeded both In increasing the water
spectable governments, as the Poles
of
A constitutional convention may not
and the Fins. The great majority, supply end In keeping the people
Gem City in a courageon, and
however, cannot be expected to do Jhe
3rd
cRy
next but there Is no harm in talking
any good for many years to come ber frame of mind
LOCAL TIME MALE.
about it. It would be a mighty good
except under a firm and strong ruler.
Tim Woman's Board of Trade in this thing all around were such to be
Arrive.
The people of Russia are reaping what
the No. 721
.12:01 p. m.
they have sown for centuries. How- city believes in helping itself. For case, joint statehood or no joint stateNo. 723
ever they may come out of this present some time past it has endeavored to hood.
No. 725
very dangerous political condition In Induce Andrew Canegie to aid this
such shape that they may be able to city by the construction of a public
Depart.
District Attorney Jerome, of New
It haa not succeeded. Now, York, is evidontly bidding for the No. 720
monarchical library.
form a constitutional
..4:20 p. m.
government. If so, well and good, oth- the members will go ahead and build Democratic Presidential nomination. No. 722
7:30 d. m.
,
erwise it must be a dictator or anar- the library and maintain it by tfhelr He is traveling through fihe state of No. 724
No. 722 connects wi h No. 1 west.
chy. The civilized world is watching own efforts end by the aid of suojj Georgia making speeches, severely
No. 724 connects wlt.h No. 7 west.
the present serious phase in Russian generous citizens of the town as may criticising President Roosevelt.
No. 1 stops at all stations.
history with great interest nnd wit., be willing to help them. Success to
No. 7 will stop at all itatloni, Lamy
bated breath.
them.
The earthquake shocks in the Socorro Valley have ceased and this is good to Albuquerque to discharge passes-per'
from Santa Fe.
Kansas City people are kicking at news for a week or two.
SENSIBLE ADVICE BY JUDGE
REYNOLDS.
II. 9. LUTZ, Agent.
high water rates, poor water and at
A "want ad" in the New Mexican
City Ticket Office, Cretan Blk., east
Judge Matt G. Reynolds, of St. tihe Ice trust. It seems that every
side PlMt,- bm-- t Fe, Nw Mxlca
brings sure results.
Louis,, who enjoys the respect and town has its ills.
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Dnn'l Be Tuuctiy,
There are some people always look-luout for slights. They cannot pay
H visit, they
cauuot receive a friend,
they cannot carry on the intercourse
of the family, without suspecting some
offense
designed. They are terribly
If they meet an acquaintance
touchy.
In the street who happens to be preoccupied with business, they attribute
his abstraction to some motive personal to themselves nnd lake umbrage
accordingly. They lay on others the
fault of their irritability. A fit of indigestion makes theni see Impertinences in everybody they come in contact with, innocent persons who never dreamed of giving offense are astonished to find some unfortunate word
or some momentary taciturnity mistaken for insult. Of course, such a
mental condition Is due to too much
thinking about self nnd to an exaggerated self esteem, even though unconscious. The best remedy is to persistently put thoughts of Relf out of mind.
Find something more absorbing and
more Elevating to think about if you
nre one of the touchy ones, and you'll
soon Jose the habit.
g

Storm Above (lie Cluuila.
Professor John Wise, the eminent
aeronaut, who lost his life in making
a balloon ascension on Sept. 28, 1871).
gave the following description of a
thunderstorm which he once viewed
from the "lop side." "The view of n
stornicloud from above is one of the
most interesting sights ever beheld by
mortal man. A storm viewed front
above the clouds has the appearance
of ebullition. The upper surface of the
cloud is bulged upward and outward
and has the resemblance of a vast sea
of boiling, upheaving snow. Immediately above the stormcloud the air Is
not so cold as It Is in the dearer atmosphere above or In (he cloud Itself.
The failing of the rain can be distinctly heard, making a noise like a waterfall over a precipice. - The thunder
heard above a stornicloud Is not loud,
and the Hashes of llghUilug appear like
streaks of Intensely white light on the
surface of ilie gray colored vapor."
A

HE

not a life of real happiness or true
freedom. Far from It. If we once be
gin to give way to ourselves we fall
under a most Intolerable tyranny. Olher temptations are In some respects
like that of drink. At ilrst, perhaps, It
seems delightful, but there Is bitterness at Ihe bottom of the cup. Men
drink to satisfy the desire
ly
previous indulgence. So it Is in other
Repetition soon becomes a
things.
craving, not a pleasure. Resistance
grows more and more painful. Yielding, which at first, perhaps, afforded
some slight and temporary gratiuVn
tlon, soon ceases to give pleasure ami.
even If for a time it. procures relief,
ere long becomes odious Itself.
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MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
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OF PHILADELPHIA,
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Mutual Insurance Company.

Rational Surety

Co.,

of flew York

Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.

Palace Avenue
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THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.

One of the Best Hoteh in the West
CuMnt and Table Scrvic Unacelkd

Lag SmpU Room

foe

Commuted Trareka.

LACOME & GABLE,

Proprietors.
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of Freedom.
People sometimes think how delightful it: would be to be quite free. Hut
a fish, as Ruskln says, Is freer than a
man, aud, as lor a fly, it is "a black
Incarnation of freedom." A life of so
called pleasure and self Indulgence is
A

26, 1906.
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American and European Plan. Commodious Snmple Itooma. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Boom a Good One. Short Otder
Department Open Day nnd Night. PreHS the Button we do the rest.

Coronado Hotel
The Best 50c llooms in the Southwest.
Rostfiuvant in Connection.
Short Orders Served Night nnd Day
Regular Meals, 25c.
Serves First Class Spanish Dishes.
Everything in Seaso-n222 San Fratwisco St.
Smith Side Plaza.
.

Died SlandliiK.
The incident of liutlsbou a French
officer, though mortnlly wounded, rides
back to Napoleon, reports the capture

of the city and then falls from his saddle dead-- Is
paralleled by a story of
An officer of Ihe Sixth
Gettysburg.
Wisconsin regiment walked up to Colonel Dawes, who was in command
Colouel Bragg was In Washington on
crutches, 't he olBcer was very erect
and very pale. Dawes and Doubleday
both thought he was coming with a report or to receive orders. But be was
not. lie had a favor to ask. "Colonel," he said to Dawes, "will you lell
the folks at home 1 died as a man and
a soldier should?" Then he unbuttoned
bis coat. His whole side was shot
away. It was his hist effort. He died
standius.
A Noae Tax.
A "uose tax" was In the ninth century exacted by the Danes from the
householders lu Ireland. It was so
called not because It was levied on
noses, but from the fact that a failure
to pay was punished by slitting the
nose from tip to eyebrow. It was con-

tinued during thirteen years, wheu the
householders, objecting to this treatment of their nasal ornaments, rose In
rebellion, massacred all the Danes in
Ireland and put. an end to the nose
slitting

(taltc a Difference.

limployer Young man, I hear that
you bet on horse races, l'ou are dismy brother-in-lacharged. Youth-B- ut
is a bookie. I have netted $000 on
bis tips this week. Employer Ahem
er close the door, please. Young man,
your salary Is doubled. Consider yourself my confidential adviser. London
Tit Bits.

111
Syaleiu.
"I alius predict good weather," said
the suburban sage.
"Why?"
"Well, ir Us good I get credit fer it,
an' if It ain't good the folks all allow
that I done my
Tribune,
I

olls

lllttluK Htm With (he Tinlli.
Mr. Boastful- -I wonder how it would
seem if I could have all the money 1
have given to charity piled on a plate
before me. Mrs. Boastful I think you
could still distinguish the plate
Brlsbt Idea.
Theater Manager I can't use your
play, sir. It's too long for the stage.
Amateur Playwright But, I say aw
look here aw! Can't you lengthen the
stage, you know?
A

Ferbapn.
He Why Is It that unmarried women
are usually "girls?" She Possibly for
the same reason thut mnrrled men are
mostly "boys."

G.

LUPE HERRfcRA, Proprietor.
SANTA FE, tfRW MEXICO.

SAjVTA

FE SAfllTAipPj

Modern Scientific Methods for
TENT

COTTAGES FOR

THE

Treatment of Disease.

CURE

OF TUBERCULOSIS

PerDiet, and treatment as approved by leading medical authorities,
sonal study nnd attention given each cusp. Separate hospital for fovor
For further particulars address,
and other patients.
;DH, J. H. 81,0 AN, Medical Director, SANTA TF N. M.

Fresh Fruits In Season,

Fresh Flowers All the Tlnie.

FRUITS AND "FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden.

'

San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Cut Flowers a Specialty, Wedding Bouquets, Decorations.
Floral Designs. .Telephone No. 12. P. O. Box 457.

DUDROW

& HOHTEHIE

Undertakers adl
Embalmers
ALL KINDS

CNF

PICTURE FRAMING.

Ddfow'i Office Building.

Day TtbpMM 35.
n J
t4Xisfcfcaa Km. I. . Kuuul.

at. Tal

aa

THE- -

ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

Am to motile

The New Mexican Printing Company
has on hand a large supply of pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
Leave Torrance for Roswell dally at
The short line between Santa F.,
the desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants; good anywhere. We will Albuquerque and all points of Central 4 a. m., arrive at Roswell at 12 noon.
sell them nt five cents In book form, and Western New Mexico and Roswell Leave Roswell for Torrance dally at
at 1 P. m arrive at Torrance at 10 p.
but, will give n discount on quantities.
ind the Pecos Valley, saving passen- m. This is the schedule time allowed
gers and mils nt least 24 hours In for carrying the mall, but under favorThe New Mexican Printing Company time In
making these points; 1h con- able conditions, the trip is made In
Is prepared to furnish cards de Tlsite
necting at Torrance with the Rock Is- about half the time. Grips and hand
for. ladles or gentlemen on abort no- land systnm for all
points east ami sachels carried, but. cannot handle
tice, in first class style at reasonable
OTt.
trunks nt present.
prices, either engraved or printed. Call
on the New Mexican Printing Com
Jt W, STOCKARD, Manager, Foswell, New Mexlc
pany and leave your orders.

MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY

THURSDAY, JULY

PAGE THRtH

SANTA EE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA EE, N. M.
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NEW MEXICO
HAPPENINGS
BAJ4KI

THE FIRST RATIONAL
OF SANTA

Ff.

Act to Prevent Wholesale Destruc-- '
tion of Prehistorio Ruins and
Th. oldest banking Institution In Now Moxlco. Established In 1170.
Relics.
RUFU8 J. PALEN, Prosldont.
JOHN H. VAUQHN, Caehlsr.
Following is a copy of the act apLEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President. ALFRED H. BRODHEAO,
proved June 8, 1906, which is of es
Assistant Cashier.
pecial interest to New Mexico since
it aids in preserving the cliff dwellings
and other historic relics:
fed
Profits
IUJJM.
Undlv!
and
Capital 160,oot.
Surplus
Be It enacted by the Senate end
House of Representatives of the UniTransacts a general banking buslnees In all Its branches.
Loana
ted States of America in Congress
money on the most favorable terme on all klnde of personal and col.
assembled, That any person who Shall
lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
appropriate, excavate, injure, or de
Its customsra. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and
stroy any historic or prehistoric ruin
makes telegraphlo transfers cf monoy to all parts of the olvlllaed
or monumont, or any object of antiquiworld on as liberal terms as are given by any
ty, situated on lands owned or con
trolled by the government of the Uniagency, public or private. Interest e'lowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on a six month' or year's term.
ted States, without the permission of
Liberal advancee made on oonelgnments of live stock and products.
the Secretary of the Department of
The bank execute all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and
the Government having jurisdiction
alms to extend to them ae liberal treatment In all respect, as Is conover the lands on which said antiquisistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety De
ties are situated, shall, upon convicposit boxss for rti.t. The patronags of the publlo la rssptotfuliy so
tion) be fined in a sum of noc more
licited.
than five hundred dollars or be Imprisoned for a period of not more than
ninety days, or shall suffer both fine
and imprisonment, in the discretion
of the court.
Section 2, That the President of
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
the
United States is hereby authorized,
MEXICO.
NEW
KOSWKU,,
In Ills discretion, to declare by public
THK MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MBXICO
proclamation historic landmarks, historic and prehistoric structures, and
EntabllBhe.1 and Supported by the Territory.
other objects of historic or scientific
RIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, nil graduates of Standard Kswtnrn
Interest 'that are situated upon the
lands owned or controlled by the govCnliegas. Now buddings, all furnishing! and equipments in od urn and comoloetrlc-llghteall conveniences.
ernment of the United Suites to be
baths,
plete:
national monuments, and may reserve
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 8250 per session. Session Is
as a part thereof parcels of land, the
tores terms of thirteen weeks each.
limits of which in all cases shall bo
R08WELL Is a noted health resort, 8,700 feet above sea level;
confined to the smallest area compatiSunshine every 'day from September to June.
ble with the proper caro and manageREOENTS-Nath- an
Jaffa, W. M Reed, W. M. Atkinson, W. A.
ment of the objects to be protected:
Cahoon
A.
K.
and
Flnlay
Provided, That when such objects are
COL. J. W. WtLLSON, Supl.
For particular address
situated upon a tract covere.'. by a
bona fide unperfected claim or held
In private ownership, the tract, or so
much thereof, as may be necessary for
the proper care and management of
the object, may be relinquished to
the government, and the Secretary of
These Celebiated Hot Springs are tuSse waters has been thoroughly test- the Interior Is hereby authorized to
ed by the miraculous cures attested to accept the relinquishment
of such
located In the midst of the Ancient
in the following diseases: Paralysis, tracts in behalf of the go .eminent of
miles west
Jllff Dwellers, twenty-fivRheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption, the United States.
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa Malaria, Brlght's Disease of the KidSection 3. That permits for the ex
Fe, so about twelve miles from Bar neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affec- amination of ruins, the e :cav,ttion of
anca Station on the Denver and Bio tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all archaeological sites-- , and the gather
Grande Railway, from which point a Femal Complaints, etc., etc. Board, ing of objects of antiquity upon the
dally line of stages runs to the springs. lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $1 lands under their respective jurisdic
Che temperature of these waters Is per week; $50 per month. Stage meets tions may be granted
by the secrefrom 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Denver fains and waits for Santa Fe taries of the interior agriculture, and
atwar to institutions which they may
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 eet Climate train upon request. This resort la
ver? dry and delightful the year tractive at all seasons and is open all deem properly qualified to conduct
round. There la now a commodious winter. Passengers for OJo Calientt such examination, excavation, or gathhotel for ths convenience of invalids can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and ering, subject to such rules nnl reguand tourists. These waters contain reach OJo C&llente at 4 .. m. the same lations as they may prescribe:
Pro
1.18124 grains of alkaline salts to the day. Fare for round trip from Santa vided, That the examinations, excavagallon, being the richest alkaline Hot Fe to OJo,Cal!ente, $7.40 For further tions and gatherings are undertaken
for the benefit' of reputable museums,
Springs in tb world. The efficacy ol particulars, ddress
universities, colleges, or other recognized scientific or educational institu
tions, with a view to 'Increasing itJhe
Ojo Callente. Taos County, N. M. knowledge of such objects, and that
the gatherings shall be made for permanent
in
preservation
public
museums.
4.
Section
That the secretaries of
!ho departments aforesaid shall make
and publish from time to 'iroe uniform
rules and regulations for the purpose
of carrying out, the provisions of this
Beus Fraaclsco

WATER WILL MAKE IT FAMOUS.

An

The A. T.

.

& S. F.

Railroad Company will sink fourteen deep wells at Willard and pump

water

The

as far east, as the Rock Island.

com-

pany has bought twenty acres of ground adjoining the town site and is negotiating far forty acres more.

TO THE WISE INVESTOR IS SUFFICIENT

A WORD

Willard has already made a most phenomenal growth nnd the price of lots will soon advance. Better come now.

The town site is owned by

WILLARD TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

g

$

$

water-work-

steam-heate-

OJD CALIEfJTE 1(0T SPRINGS.
e

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

A.

Proprietor.

gpiegelberg.
tire.

a?

mis

m Win

Approved, June

Wares and Carlos

Blanket, Baskets, Mag, Wax, Featehr an Line Brawn WerH
Opale, Turquoise, Garnets and Other (kerne..
OUR MOTTv: Te Have the Beet ef EverytMNf Iss tar Um.

H. C. Yontz

MANUFACTURER OF

DEALER IN

exican Filigree

Watches, Clods. Jewelry

aii Hail

JEWLI(Y

Fainted China.

Navaho Ituga and
Itupalr of Pine Watrhos ami .lewalry Work a Specialty(Innils. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
West Sl.lo Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
-

P. F. HANLEY.
DEALER IN

FINE

.

WINES, LIQUORS AND

CIGARS.

Imported and Native Wines for Family Use.
OUR SPECIALTIES -- Old Crow. McBrayer
Guckf nkelmer Rye, Taylor and Paxton, Old
Jordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Whiskies.

,

SAN

FRANCISCO

STREET, SANTA

FE

California, Mexico
AND THE WEST.
Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago
AND THE NORTH AND EAST

Most Conveniently Reached
via TORRANCE and

EI Paso & Southwestern
Connecting Closely With the Famous
"Golden State Limited"
Vestlbuled, Electric Lighted Train
RUNNING THROUGH WITHOUT CHANGE BETWEEN
A Wide

Los Angeles, St. Louis and Chicago
Also Another Fast Thro' Train Daily.

Folders, rates, schedules and other information regarding w)
trip cheerfully furnished on application to

J.

A.

V. R. STILES,

HILDEBRANT,

Agent,
Torrance, N.

.,'
M

S,

lflOli

Luna County.

Pedro Sambrano, a young man about
twenty years of age, committed suicide at his home in Doming last Friday evening. Sambrano, who was unmarried, resided with his family in
what, is known as the Chihuahua section of the 'town. He was employed
on the local branch of the Santa Fe
as a member of the section gang, and
at the conclusion of his day's work re
turned home as usual. He went directly to his room and engaged in conversation .with his uncle, the latter
leaving him and going outside of the
house. A few moments later the uncle
heard a shot, and going back into the
house found young Sambrano in a dyHe was lying on a
ing condition.
lounge and had shot himself directly
through the heart. Medical aid was
summoned, but could avail nothing.
The weapon which Sambrano used
was one which he owned and which
it was his habit to keep in his room
at his home.
On last Monday, Miss Viola S. Read,
of Silver City, and Joseph W. Reld, of
(he MImbres were united in marriage
In Doming by. the Rev.
Henry W.
fluffner of the church of the Good
Shepherd. The bride is a daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Read of Dera-inand is a graduate of the territorial
normal school in which institution she
took high rank as a student.
The
groom was also formerly a student at
the Normal and is well known In
Luna County. He is at present engaged In ranching on the MImbres River, at which place Mr. and Mrs. Reid
will make their future nome.
The
many friends of the couple extend congratulations.
At the Victoria Hotel, at Doming,
Saturday afternoon, by the Rev. Warner H. Du Bois, pastor of the
Presbyterian Church at Demlng, S. Ernest
Pollock and Miss EPa Cosgrove, both
of Silver City, were united in marriage, .tfiss Cosgrove and her family
were returning to Silver City from a
visit to southern California. Mr. Pollock went to Deming Friday
evening,
and the ceremony was performed at
that place, owing to the fact that there
are just at the present time no ministers In Silver City. Mr. and Mrs. Pollock will live in
Deming.
E. C. Sperry returned to Raton
last
Thursday having made a trip to Engle-wopKansas, and return, a distance of
eight hundred miles, over the proposed line of tne Santa Fe and Engle-wooRailroad
and
on
which
grading Is already In operation.
The personnel of the party were H.
A. Ensign of New York
City,
Judge
Northcutt of. Trinidad, W. C. Burke,
George R. Turner and E. C. Sperry of
Raton.
Last Thursday in the court of Justice F. P. Cantou, at Chihuahua, a
suburb of Raton, was concluded the
case of Sisto Gonzales vs. Reymundo
Leyva, charged with assault. At the
conclusion of the case Judge Cantou
found the defendant guilty and assessdollars and costs.
ed him twenty-fivg

EL PASO,

'

act.

General Passenger Agent,
El Paw, Tex.

e

WILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vice Pres.
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer,

JOHN BECKER, Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
WM. R. BERGER, Secretary.

Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent., Estancla, New Mexico.
Carl A. Dalies, Manager of The John Becker Co. Stores at Willard, has charge of the nale of lots in the absence of Mr. Corbett.

LOW RATES TO SANTA FE, N. M.,
Leyva assaulted Gonzales last TuesVia the Santa Fe Railway.
day morning and Gonzales will bear
TXITvlE
the marks of the beating which he
From Denver, Colorado Springs and
received for some weeks.
His nose Pueblo the Santa Fe will sell tickets Effective Monday, February 26, 1906.
was smashed, and his eyes blackened. at one fare for the round trip. DateB
North Bound
of sale June 5, 12, 14. 13, 26; July 10, South Bound
Torrance County.
19, 20, 21, 22, 27, SI; August 7, 14, No 1 'Ml
Station!,
Mil No 2
Tho weather in Estancla Valley for 21, 23, 24, 28; September 3, 18, 25. 27,
7,000 4.20 v
p
the past week has been anything but 28, 29; October 2, 9, 16; limit SO days 1.20
6l " ....Douaclaua...
" 8,660 4 Oil
I. itt If 0j.v....HantaF...irr
that of a dry country like New Mexico from date of sale. For particulars, in- 2 W ! 161 " ...fan Blanoa.. " 6,400 3.35 pp
8 25 p 22 "
Bsnnedy.... "' 6,080 8.10 p
is supposed to be. It. has been partly quire of rnv agent, Santa Fe.
2 60 p V,, "
6,125 2.60 p
Clark
"
II. 3. LUTZ,
3 40 p 41 "
cloudy
.3'0 8.10 p
every day, with rainfall in
......Swnley
"
4.10 p
Murlartv... ' 6,250 1.85 p
sonio parts of tho valley.
On last
Santa Fe, N M.
" 6,175 1.10 p
4.85 p 61 " ....Uolntoih..
IS.I'S
6S "
ttstmioia.... '' 6,14(1 12.45 p
Thursday a good drenching rain bless'
SO
Wlllnrcl..,. " 6,126 11.25 a
ed the valley, at Estnnca the precipij 81
Don't Hesilaio to ask for n free sam- 6.
" 6,2U 10.56 a
II. Mi r 92 "
....I'rogreM
" 6,286 lu.30 a
tation measuring
Siomach and 7 16 i ml "
Hlanva
ple of Chamberlain's
116
8.16
6,476 9.60 a
&rr....Torrano..Lve
p
of an Inch. On Sunday the rainfall was Liver Tablets.
We are glad to give
But it them to anyone who is troubled with
Connecting at Santa Fe, N. M., with
remained for Tuesday to cap the cli- biliousness, constipation, or any disthe Denver .t Rio Grande Railroad for
max.
A storm came up from the order of the stomach.
Many have been all points lu Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
northwest during the afternooh, and
permanently cured by their use. For Montana, Washington, and the Great
about three o'clock the rain began snip by all
druggists.
Northwest.
For something over an hour
falling.
Connecting at Torrance for all!
the water fell In torrents, pools of
THE KITCHEN.
east and west with Golden State
points
water standing everywhere.
You could eat from the Bon Ton Limited trams Nos. 43 and 44. PullJ. C. Peterson of Estancla Is using Hotel kitchen
floor.
Cleanliness man berltia reserved by wire.
a pair of crutches as a result of putcounls so much with all of us.
For rates and information address
ting a bullet from a twenty-twBut the Bon Ton Hotel and Lunch
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
through his right foot last week. Counter
management goes much fur- General Passenger Agent, Santa Fe.
He was returning from Mountalnalr,
To and From Roswell.
when in picking up the gun it went off ther than cleanliness.
Our aim is to serve our patrons with
Connection made with Automobile'
the
bullet plowing
accidentally,
subthe best food possible dainty, yet
Line at Torrance for Roswell dally.
through the foot grazing the bone.
stantial.
Dr. Norrls Is caring for the wounded
Automobile leaves Torrance for
To see that they live and sleep in
at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell
member and reports it doing well.
William Dunbar, who was in Estan- cheerful, airy rooms.
at 12 noon. Automobile leaves Rosis
To
all
them
that
surround
by
cla the first of the week reports that
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare beduring the thunderstorm last Sunday, pleasant and refined.
And they also have for use the hand" tween Santa Fe and Torrance Is 16.65
the three year old son of C. Martines
at Chilli!, went out of the house a some parlors, library, buffet and smok- and between Torrance and Roswell
few steps from the door and was al- ing room.
$10. Reserve seats on automobile by
The Bon Ton is just like a great big Wire.
most immediately struck down by a
J. W. STOCKARD,
bolt of lightning.
happy home.
Manager Automobile Line
Yet all these luxuries and privileges
Mr Dunbar also reports the lightning striking a hitching post in his are at your service at minimum rates
(Homestead Entry No. 6411.)
yard a few feet from the house and
Notice for Publication.
splintering it In shreds.
Old Chronic Sores,
Department of the Interior, Land OfAnnouncements have been received
As a dressing for old chronic sores
fice at Santa Fe, N, M.
of the marriage of Doctor William C.
there is nothing so good as ChamberJuly 12, 1906.
Wilson of Willard and Miss Lorena
lain's Salve. While It li not advisNotice Is hereby given that the folloMao Kamp, at Hlllsboro, Illinois, on
able to heal old sores entirely! they wing-named
settler has filed notice
Tuesday, July 10. The doctor return- should be
kept In a good condition, of his intention to make final proof
ed with his bride to the town on the
salve Is especially val In
f
last week, where they will for which thissore
support of his claim, and that said
For
nipples Chambermake their home. A large number of uable.
will be made before the register
proof
no
sale
For
Salve
has
superior.
friends extend congratulations
and lain's
or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M,, on
by all druggists.
well wishes.
August 23, 1906, viz.:
On Tuesday morning of last week,
,
Pablo Chavez, for the NE
the Normal Institute of Torrance CounSaved His Co nrade's Lire.
T. 11 N R. 13 E.
of
ty opened under' the leadership
"While returning from the Grand
He names the following witnesses
Professor E. J. Vert, president, of the Army Encampment
at Washington to
prove his continuous residence upNormal school at Las Vegas.
Tho
City, a comrade from Elgin, III., was
work was going along nicely every- taken with cholera morbus and was on and cultivation of said land, viz.::
Frank S. Iyba, Nativldad Leyha,
thing pointing to a successful session, In a critical condition," says Mr. J.
when Mr. Vert was called home by n E.
Luis
Montoya, Macarlo Leyba, all of
Hougbland, of Eldon, Iowa. "I
message that, his little daughter was gave him Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera Galisteo, N. M.
not expected to live. Just before comMANUEL R. OTERO,
and Diarrhoea Remedy and believe
ing he had buried a son, the twin saved his life. I have beeu
Register.
engaged
brother of the little girl now ill. A
for ten years In Immigration work
third child having been sent to fetch
It yon do not care io pay for a dally
to the
a sickle, had the misfortune to cut and conducted many parties
I always carry this paper, subscribe for the Weekly New
his foot severely, necessitating the south and west.
remedy and have used it successfully Mexican Review and get the cream of
doctor taking several stitches in dress-inon many occasions." Sold by all drug- the week's doings. It is an excellent
the wounded member.
paper to send to your friends.
gists.
Chaves County.
District Attorney James M.
The New Mexican can do printing
CAUGHT WITH A HOOK.
of Chaves County has been keepA One mesa of
speckled beauties equal to that done in any of the large
ing In close touch with the movements
of
of the gamblers who are establishing were received at the Bon Ton from an cltiea. Our solicitor; Every piece
a gambling house at the east edge of old time friend who sent, them Io the work we turn out Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We
Roswell, just outside tho city limits. manager that they may be served to
And the district attorney intends to the patrons of this popular place. Call have all the facilities for turning out
see that they keep all their actions and get them now while
they are every class of work, including one of
within the limits prescribed by law. fresh. They have a cook that knows the best binderies In the west
how to fix them, and if you want a
io a reporter Mr. Hervey said:
The Legislative Manual for 1905 or
"I certainly am going to do all in real treat in tho eating lino, why Just
will be Blue Book for New Mexico, historical
my power to stop the gambling. 1 give them a call, and yon
and official compendium of value to
cannot prevent it. for there is a law twice as glad.
In this Territory that fosters it; but
every business man and officer and of
Interest to every citizen, 304 pages.
I can see that, the gamblers keep strict,
REMEMBER!
ly within the law."
That tho Bon Ton is the only eating Price $1.50. Address the New MexArtesia came off winner in the first house in the city of Santa Fe that ican Printing Company, Santa Fe.
game of baseball with the Roswell keeps open at night. The doors are
PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
Mexicans, played yesterday at Artenever closed and you can get somesia, the score being It to 6.
Why Is It that the firm of Hughes &
thing to eat at any hour of the day or
The preliminary trial of Charles night.
Delgado are making a success of the
Lee of Roswell, on a. statutory charge
real estate business? It Is because this
in which Amanda Cederquist is the
firm is reliable and any property
New
Mexican
A "want, ad" in the
prosecuting witness, was held Friday
placed in their hands will be looked
results.
sure
brings
afternoon before Justice Bailey.
manner. Office
Often Carry the Mob after in a businesslike
Claims
Modest
San Juan County.
west of Plaza.
Conviction.
Work continues to move along
Wrhen Maxim, the famous gun innicely oh the Citizens ditch on the
RATES.
EXCURSION
SUMMER
were
teams
men
and
More
Juan.
San
ventor, placed his gun hefora a comBy way of the Santa Fe Central, E.
carIts
stated
interest
he
Increased
mittee of judges,
put on last week.
P. & S. W. and Rock Island system to
is being shown and the dirt work is rying power to he much below what
points In Illinois, Kansas, Michigan,
almost complete across the mesa at he felt sure the gun would accom- Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, South
C. E. Spath, the manager, plish.
Blanco.
The result of the trial was Dakota, North Dakota, Wisconsin, Wynow feels quite safe in saying there therefore a great sunprise, instead of
oming and to Memphis, Tennessee.
will be crops raised on Bloomfield and disappointment.
It is the same with Dates of sale June 9th to 16th, July
1907.
in
Salmon mesas
the manufacturers of Chamberlain's 1st to 10th, good for return passage
Joe Dalpra, who owned one of the Cholic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Rem until October 31st.
Cebest ranches between Aztec and
edy. They do not publicly boast ofi On these excursions, rates to Chi
dar Hill, died last Wednesday from all this remedy will accomplish, but
for round trip will be $48.36. St.
miner's consumption, contracted sev- prefer to let the users make the state'! cago
Louis $43.35, Kansas City $36.85. Memeral years ago. The deceased was a ments. What they do claim, Is that'
phis, Tenn., $45.60. For further infor
member of the Odd Fellows and a it will
cure diarrhoea, dys mation, call on S. B. Grimshaw, gener
positively
reand
quiet, Industrious man, liked
in the stomach and bow r1 passenger agent.
He was entery, pain
spected by his neighbors.
never
has
been known to fall
els
and
born in Italy. A widow and several For sale
H. E. No. 9536.
by all druggists.
small children mourn their great loss.
,. NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
FOR THAT TIRED FEELING.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,
Men wnose work keeps them largely
July 6, 1906.
Indoors; men whose vital forces are
'
Notice la hereby given that the fol
consumed by the tremendous strain
entailed by constant mental applicalowing named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
tion to business details, will find Dr.
Laurltzen's Malt Tonic the most deliIn support of his claim, and that said
cious and Invigorating of tonics.
proof will be made before the register or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
The New Mexican can do printing
August 17, 1906, viz: Rafuglo Gutierof
the
in
done
large
any
equal to that
rez, for the S 2, NW 4, N 2, SW 4,
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
Sec. 17, T 1 5N ,R 11 B.
work we turn out Try our work once
He names the following witnesses
and you will certainly come again. We
to prove his continuous residence uphave all the facilities for turning out
on and cultivation of said land, viz:
every class of work, Including one ol
Juan Gonzales y Rolbal of Glorieta,
the best binderies in the west

Santa Fe Central Rail'y
TABLE

61:1

Res-we-

Cut-of-

Sec-10-

y

N. M.

Utter heads, bill heads, note heads,
envelopes, of all sizes printed and sold
by the New Mexican Printing Com
pany at low rates and In quantities to
suit. Satisfaction guaranteed.

J

ty miles from this city, is for sale,
at a bargain. For particulars apply to
,
Max. Frost, Box No.
Santa Fe,
C.-2-

New Mexico.

PROFESSIONAL

ll

CARDS

ATTORNEY8-A-

,

j

Her-ve-

FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR 8ALE.
One of the beat fruit ranches lu
northern Santa Fe County, about twen-

FR08T.

MAX.

S"l

LAW.

Attorney at law.

Fe

New Mexico.

RICHARD

H. HANNA.

Attorney! at Law.

Phone 66.

Office, Griffin Blk.
G. W. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices In all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court,
Office, Capitol Bid;., Santa Fe, N. M.
BENJAMIN M. READ,
Attorney at law.
Santa Fe.
New Mexico.
Office, Sena Blk.
Palace Ave.
CHAS. A. LAW,
Attorney-at-Law-

.

U. S. Land Office Practice, a Specialty.
Clayton,
New Mexico.
N. 9. Rose.
Spence.
SPENCE & R08E.
Attorneys.
Land, Mining and Corporation Law.
Specialities, Notary In Office.
Estancla.
New Mexico.
George

WILLIAM

H. H LLEWELLYN,
Attorney at law.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
DUtrlct Attorney for Dona Ana,
Otero, Grant Luna and Sierra Cmm.
ties, Third Judicial District.
A. W. POLLARD,

Attorney at law.
District Attorney. Luna Coiintv.
. .
Demtof
New Mexico.

. a. C. Wade.
ION HAM A WADE,
Attorneys at Liv.
Practice In the Supreme and District CourU of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor Generals and V. 8. Land
Officers.
Las Cruces. N. M.

J.

a'Boham.

E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney at law.
Practices n the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful attention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Counties
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
Juan. Santa Fe, New Mexico.
A. B. RENEHAN,
Practices in the Supreme and District Courts; Minnlng and Land Law
a Specialty. Rooms
Sena Blag.,
Palace Are., Santa Fe, X. M.
8--

CHAS. F. EASLEY,
(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney at law.
Santa Fe
New Mexico.
Land and Mining Business a Specialty.
EMMETT PATTON,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Box 96, Roswell, New Mexico.
Office over Citizen's National Bank.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney at law.
District Attorney for Second

JudlcU-Distric-

Practices in the District Court an
the Supreme Court of the Territory ;
also before the United States Supreme
Court In Washington.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

I

OSTEOPATHY.
DR. CHARLES A. WHEEl.ON,

Osteopath.
No. 10S Palace Ave.

Successfully treats acute and chronio
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for Consultation.
Phone 156.
Hours:
p. m.
m.,
2

5

MINING. ENGINEERS.
CONY T. BROWN,
Mini"- Engineer.
Secretary ar . reasurer New Mexico
School of Mines.
New Mexico.
Socorro,

-

CIVIL ENG'RS AND PURVEYORS.

CORBET & SMYTHE.
Mining and Hydrsullo
Engineers.
Assaying and General Contracting.
Santa Fe, N. M.
East side Plaza
Civil,

RALPH A. MARBLE,
Engineer and Surveyor.
United 8tates Deputy.
New Mexico.
Estancla,
,

Civil

Albino Enslnas of Glorieta. N. M.
Atanaclo Rlbera of Glorteta, N. M.
HIRAM T. BROWN,
Manuel Sandoval of Santa Fe, N. M. CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
U. 8. Mineral Surveyor
New Mexico,
Register Santa Ts,
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STETSON HATS

Theodore Corrlck loft yesterday on
a business trip to ISspanola.
George Phillips, of Idaho Springs,
Colorado, is a visitor for a few days
iu Santa Fe.
of Monte Vista,
L. B. Sylvester
Colorado, Is in the city registered at

the East as well as to the West.
To the North and to the South the
To

Mr,

STETSON
i

HATS
43

increasing numbers year after .veer. T lie whole World
contributes in niatelal end wears the result.
ncknowlEvetywhere the Stetson Hat Soft and Detvy-a- re
dged as the standard in style, beauty and finish
Go In

-

WE CARRY

A

E. L. Street of New York City, mem
ber of the firm of Street, Wlkoff and
Company, Interested in water supply
and electrical light systoms in several
southern and western cities and of the
Santa Fe Water and Light Company,
after a visit to this city and to the
Golden Mining District, left this morning for Chicago.
Mrs. Kate E. May, ( who has been
a resident of Ijis Vegas for about a
year, is in the city gathering information concerning New Mexico with a
view to making Investments in some
section of the Territory. She called
at the office of the Bureau of Information and was furnished literature
on New Mexico, and told something
of the conditions existing to the Territory. Mrs. May came to Las Vegas
a year ago with her daughter who was
threatened with consumption. The
climate cure was Invoked and the
young girl is now In fine health.

THURSDAY, JULY 26,

LEGAL BLANKS.
CONFORMING
TO THE LAWS
NEW MEXICO.

I

Established

1856.

Incorporated

OF

The New Mexican printing Company
has the largest facilities and most
modern machinery for doing all kinds
s
of Printing and Binding in
of lyoose-lea- f
style. Manufacturers
Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book Work
a specialty. Best Book Bindery In the
Southwest.

1906.

IQ03.

11

Seligman Bros. Co.

first-clas-

tho Claire hotel.
C. W. Wright, a cigar .salesman from
Albuqnerquo, called on his trade toMining Blanks,
day In the Capital.
sheet.
arAmended
Location
Notice,
K.
of
Yuma,
Arizona,
J,
Ieedy,
sheet
Agreement of Publisher,
rived In the city today and is a guest
ON ALL
Justice of the Peace Blanki.
at the Claire Hotel.
sheel..
Appeal Bonds,
Little Bernard Spitz entertained a
sheet.
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
company of his youthful friends yessheet,
Appearance Bond,
terday at his home.
Mrs Jususita Apodaca and daughter
Appearance Bond, on Continuance
sheel.
.
were in the city yesterday from AlbuBond for Appearance, District Court,
querque, on their way to Chicago.
.1. J. Worley and Lynch Itoberts,
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
both of Las Vegas, were in the city PREPARING PLANS FOR
Bond for Deed,
sheet.
to
Colorado.
route
en
Silverton,
today,
NEW OPERA HOUSE Bond, General Form, sheet.
F. W. Meyer and S. C. Oldrich, both
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet.
of Gallup, arrived in the city this noon Elks Who Visited Denver
Called on Certificate of Marriage, 75c per dozen.
and are registered at the Palace Ho'Official Bond,
sheet.
Architect Structure to Cost
tel.
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
sheet.
About $30,000.
MiSheriff Cleofes Romero, of San
Certificate of Election,
sheet.
guel County, has gone to the ranch of
sheet
Santa Fe Elks who attended the Letters of Guardianship,
his brother Sncun-ilinRomero, near national convention of the order in Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
Cuervo.
Denver last week combined business Letters of Administration,
sheet.
Miss Staab left today for Trout with pleasure. While there
they met Administrator's Bond and Oath,
Springs near Las Vegas where she by appointment and consulted with
sheet.
will spend several weeks, tho guest T. W. Crockett, of Boulder, Colorado, Letters
sheet
Testamentary,
of friends.
Out-in- g
the architect who will design the Declaration In Assumpsit,
flheet.
Miss Agnes Nowak, of Akron, Ohio, theater to bo erected here by the lo- Declaration In Assumpsit on Note.
and Miss Julia Wyckoff, of Celina, cal Elks. Mr. Crockett Is now engagsheet.
Ohio, were among the tourists today ed in preparing plans and speciflca-ti')ii- : Satisfaction of Mortgage,
sheet.
in Santa Fe.
along the lines suggested to him Assignment of Mortgage,
Hheet
Honorable A. Kendall, of CerrilloR, and v. hen they are completed will sub Mortgage Deed without Insurance
For Half a Century the Leading Dry Goods House in the City
county commissioner of Santa Fe n'lt them at a meetlre of the local
sheet.
,
Clause,
offiin
on
was
the city today
Comity,
P. O. Box aiQ.
lodge. If his plans are satisfactory he Options,
Phone 36.
sheet,
cial business.
will be jiven the contract for the Notice or
Protest,
Mrs. J. G. Mcintosh and Miss Jen- building, otherwise it may be neces- Notaries' Notice of
Publication,
XX
N
Vt
nie Mcintosh, tourists from Toledo, sary to have other plans and specificasheet.
Ohio, are visitors in Santa Fe and will tions made.
Bheet.
Deed,
Warranty
remain a week.
It is estimated that the new opera
sheet
Quit Claim Deed,
Mrs. A. A. Trimble, of Albuquorque, house will cost, when complete, about
and Sale Deed,
sheet,
Bargain
has gone to tho Faywood Hot Springs, $30,000. It will be more than a theater. Deed of
Trust, full sheet.
(Irani County, where she will take the The Elks will have their lodge rooms Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet..
on a part of the second floor and a
baths for a time.
Homestead Affidavit,
olieet
Miss Ruth Winsor, of Cowles, arriv- part of the first floor will be convertHomestead Application,
sheet.
ed in the city yesterday for a visit, ac- ed into a large ballroom, In the basesheet.
Affidavit,
companied by Miss Harriet Goldstein ment It is proposed to have bowling Homestead Proof, full sheet
of Gladstone, Michigan.
alleys and a gymnasium. The theater No. 1
sheet.
Homestead,
Misses Ella Owens and Gladys Irons itself will occupy the rear half of the
Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
of Estnneia, are spending a few days building and the main entrance will
Affidavit 'Renulred of Claimant.
Is
be
in the city. The former
the proa broad corridor running lengthto Assessor hy Probate Clerk,
wise of the ballroom. The opera house Notice
prietor of a hotel at Rstancia.
sheet.
Frank Owen, manager of the Santa will have a balcony in addition to a
sheet.
Now at their best. Will also have CaliFe Water and Light Company will go commodious parquet and dress circle, Lease,
sheet
tomorrow to and there will also be tiers of boxes Leue of Personal Properly,
to Boulder, Colorado,
fornia Strawberries and Blackberries
Cmutel Mortgage,
look after property near that town.
on each side.
to
sheet.
full
Warrant
Appraisers,
merIt is planned to have the stage large
Henry Bonem, San Marctal
every Thursday.
sheet.
chant, passed north on the Santa Fe enough in all of Its dimensions to ac- Acknowledgment,
sheet,
POULTRY
WEDNESDAYS & FRIDAYS
Railway yesterday for Chicago and commodate the average theatrical Mortgage Deed,
Power of Attorney,
sheet.
New York on a purchasing expedition. troupe visiting this section. The dressBond
to
the
sheet.
Peace,
Keep
Mrs. E. H. Oestrich, of Beaver Dam, ing rooms for the actors and actresssheet.
Wisconsin, who has been sojourning es will be under the stage, and the Complaint, Criminal,
Comin Santa Fe for the past three weeks, sexe9 will be separated by the boiler Forcible Entry and Detainer,
sheet.
plaint,
left this morning for a visit in Las room which will be directly beneath
1
JT
I
the center of the stage. The scenery Forcible Entry and litaner, SumVegas.
sheet
mons,
Phone 26.
Phone 26
the loft will be plenty high enough for
B, C. Wilson, In charge of
sheel.
business of the Continental Oil Com- all ordinary purposes, and the stage Replevin Bead,
DeExecution
Forcible
Entry mid
pany in New Mexico, was in Espanola settings will be pretty and
sheet.
tainer,
The new theater will be In many
yesterday on business and returned
sheel.
respects a duplicate of the one de- Replevin Writ,
this evening.
shfiet.
Mr. Crockett Replevin Aifldavlt,
erected
and
by
signed
C.
Assistant Territorial
Secretary
sheet
The building will be a Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
V. White, who returned the first of at Boulder.
sheet.
CUT priices.
the week from a vacation on the Pe- full block In length lacking about ten Warrant,
sheet.
cos, is again at his desk In the Capi- feet. It will front on Palace Avenue, Commitment,
We have a quantity of firm class
slietd.
between Washington Avenue and Attachment Affidavit,
tol Building,
rurnltiire. stoves and ranges that we
Attachment Bond,
sheet.
J. M. Spencer of Poughkeepsie, New Cathedral Street, and the rear end
are going to close out In the next
General Blank.
will be a short distance from San
Is
weet
on
a
the
who
tourins
York,
Uilrty days at great bargains. Now is
Bheet.
Francisco Street. This space will be Township Flats,
tho time to lit up your house when
sight seeing trip, arrived this morning
can
be
backed
sheel.
so
left
that
up
Contract,
Sheep
wagons
in Santa Fe and Is stopping at the
you can get the best, goods at the lowof
the
for
to
sheet.
doors
the
purpose
stage
Agreement,
Palace hotel.
est prices. We will furnish your
Robert Friday, store keeper for the .loading and unloading scenery without Application for License. Retail Liquor
house from kitchen to garret.
Vou
sheet.
Dealers,
Pennsylvania Development Company blockading the street and interrupting
can pay cash and get a discount or
Application for License, Games an
at Hagan and the assistant postmas- traffic.
w e will
give yon all tho time you want
The site selected for the new amuse- Butcher's Bond,
sheet
ter at that place, spent yesterday in
ou easy payments. Call in and see
fifty-twof
resort
ment
a
has
Attachment
frontage
shet.
Writ,
Santa Fe on business.
our goods.
Miss Allison, wall known. In this feet and is two hundred feet deep. Attachment Summons aa Garnishee,
with
It was purchased by the lodge
sheet..
D. S. LOWITZKi,
city, having served as principal of
tho Allison Mission School for a that end in view about three years Execution,
Ban Francisco St., 3anta F.
Lower
sheet.
Summons,
number of years, has returned from ago at a cost of $3,000.
to
issue
decided
have
Elks
The
sheet.
Subpoena
a visit to friends in Albuquerque.
are
extent of $25,000 to pay Capias Complaint,
ahee..
Teofllo Cnndelario, of Albuquerque, bondsto the
of
the
and
for
tne
erection
fitting up
Bheet.
Search Warrant
was in the city today, accompanied
new structure. They have the balance
by his mother and sister. Theyjitop- Blanks.
stock
in their treasury.
ped here while on their way to pay a
Mr. Crockett, stated that he could Bill of Sale, Animals Bearing Vendor's
visit to the Soncturio near Chimnyo,
Recorded Brand,
have the building built and ready for
sheel; In Books
Miss lolly Goldstein, of Gladstone,
occupancy within the space of four
25 Blanks, 40c per Book.
Surety Bonds. Burglary Insurance. Investment Business.
Michigan, an artist of repute, who has months. Tho work of construction Bill of
Sale, Animals noL Bearing Ven-been a guest at Winsor's on the upper will
GRIFFIN BLOCK, SANTA FE. N. At.
and
begin as soon as the plans
dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
Pecos, is In Santa Fo today before specifications are approved.
Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
sheet.
leaving for Albuquerque where she has
Authority to (lather, Drive id Handle
a studio.
Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded
Forest Supervlvor Leon F. Kneipp HARRY THAW
and Forest Guard Albert J. Abbott reWILL STAND TRIAL Brand, to sheet. Drive and Handle
Gather,
Authority
turned yesterday afternoon from a
Animals not, Bearing Owner's Retour of inspection of the Jemei! Forest August 15 Does Not Want Inquiry
corded Brand,
shert.
Reserve.
Shot
As to Hi, Sanity
Certificate of Brand,
sheet.
Dr. U. A. Parvis, of Baltimore, re
Stanford White.
Special Ruling Work our Specialty
cently appointed acting assistant sur306 to 308 San Francisco Street.
Our Blank Books speak for them
New York, July 26. Harry Thaw's
geon in the marine hospital service
What
he
has arrived at the Fort SUanton Sani- lawyers made it known today
selves.
tarium and will do duty there for the would positively go to trial for the
Spanish Blanks.
We
next two years.
in
killing of Stanford White and that Auto de
pliego.
Arresto,
Assistant Surgeon Norman Roberta, there would be no proceedings In the
Auto
de
LEAD
pliego.
Prison,
of the Marine Hospital Service, who criminal court looking to an examinaDeclaracion Jurada,
pllego.
Hias been stationed ait the Sanitarium
tion into his mental condition, furtherFianza
pliego.
at Fort Stanton for two years has more it is said the trial will begin Flanza Oficlal,
Oflcial y Juramento
TEDDY
pliego.
gone to Washington, in 'which city he August 15.
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
pllego,
may be assigned to duty.
in
Contrato de Pa tido,
,
pllego,'
Mrs. W. M. Berger, of Belen, who TAMMANY MAY SUPPORT
UNDERTAKING AND EMBALMIN0.
de
Escrltura
Reminds,
sheet,
GOVERNOR.
FOR
HEARST
spent the past five weeks in this city.
Charles Wagner, Licenced Embaloier.
Documento Garantizado,
pliego.
on a visit returned to her home lasi
Formula de Enumeration,
pllego.
26. Charlies F. MurNew
York,
July
night. She was accompanied by little
Contrato Entres los Dlrectores y
Mass Helen Knapp, daughter of Dr. phy, leader of Tammany Hall, said
pllegoH.
that
was
it
possible
and Mrs. Knapp, who will remain wl'th Tuesday that
Contrato de Combustible,
pllego.
Mrs. Berger for two weeks on a visit
Tammany Hall would support William
Notas Obligaclones, 2Zc por 60.
R. Hearst for the Democratic nomiJudge Matt G. Reynolds, of St
state Libros Certificados de Bonos, l.
Loius after a pleasant week's sojourn nation for governor in the next
Llbros di Reclbos, Supervisores de
said:
Mr.
Murphy
at St, Vincent's Sanitarium, was a convention.
I Camlnos, :5e.
I don't commit myself.
"Mind,
for
Mound
the
afpassenger
City this
Hipoteca de Bienes Muebles,
pliego.
ternoon.
He was accompanied by don't say that Tammany wiU be for Documento de
pliego.
Hipoteca,
his
I
that
Hearst
opposition,
say
only
John T. Fitzsimmons, chief deputy
Documento Garantizado, extensa forclerk of the ciruit court of St. Louis to our ticket last year will not of it
ma entera.
self make it impossible for Tammany
over which Judge Reynolds presides.
Certiflcado de Matrlmonlo, 10c,
Chairman Arthur Seligman, of the to support him in the convention."
sheet.
Mr. Murphy said that, foe had no
Board of County Commissioners, came
Morton C. Miller, Secretary arid Manager.
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
to town this morning from the camp- opinion to express at Ibis time as to
Lode Mining Location,
sheet,
ing party In the Santa Fe Canon, of whether or not Mr. Hearst will be Placer
sheet.
Mining Location,
which he is a member. He attended nominated.
Title Bond to Mining Property,
sheet.
the sessions of the Board of County
Title Eond and Lease of Mining PropCommissioners this afternoon and will
sheet.
Happy Thought.
erty,
on
Money
return to the camp tomorrow mornDoctor Your throat affection is one Mining Deed,
sheet.
ing.
Is
of Mining Lease,
of the rarest in the world and
sheet.
Mr. and Mrs. Nusbawm and two chilthe deepest Interest to the medical pro- Coal Declaratory Statement,
RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.
sheet.
dren have gone to Anfonito, Colora- fession. Patient Then remember, docCoal Declaratory Statement with Powe
to
to
Nusbaum's
a
visit
Mrs.
do,
pay
Attended to.
tor, when you make out your bill that
Business of
of Attorney and
mother residing on a farm near that I haven't charged anything for letting
Blank.
town. They will be absent about two yon look down my throat.
Oath of School Director,
sheet.
weeks. Mr. Nusbaum ds the efficient
Certificate of Apportionment of School
clerk in the office of Territorial
The Strong Polat.
-sheet.
Funds,
Treasurer J. H. Vaughn.
He Really, I never loved anybody
District
Annual
Clerk's
Report,
Assistant United States Attorney before. She That isn't the point Are
sheet.
D. J. Leahy, wife and child, and Miss
you sure you'll never love anybody by
Enumeration Form,
sheet.
'
Marie Arnold, a niece of the former, and by?
Teacher's Certificate,
sheet.
arrived In the city this afternoon on
sheet
No. 1. Mrs. Leahy has been visiting
In so far aa yoa approach temptation Certificate, of Appointment,
sheet
in Raton for a couple of weeks and to a man, yon do him an injury, and it Contract for School Teacher,
103 Palact Avtniie.
Phn No. HI
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet.
Mr. Leahy went up to that place to be la overcome you share bia guilt
Contract for Fuel,
sheBt.
accompany her home.- - Las Vegas Johnson.
Teachers' Monthly Ttenort U sheet
Optic.

Great Reduction
Summer Goods
LESS THAN COST

FULL LINE AT POPULAR PRICES

We aUo Carry another line which conies cheaper in price,
Soft, from $1.25 to up to $3.50
Derby, $3 50.

SWEET

MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.M.

C0EJCIG

I1DDAY JULY 2 3

Ladies Hats, Shirt Waists
Lawns, Dimities, Ladies and
Misses Canvass Oxfords, Mens
and Bovs Straw Hats,
Suits, Trousers, etc.

ORF

PANTS

.

1

doubt you
have heard of the
SWEET Oim pants
We carry abitj line
of latest styles
No

I &Uf

(kt

I

Handsome

Colorado

pat-

fit will certainly
please you.
253 San

S4U-25- 1

SANTA

FE,

FrmioNco

Hi..

N. M.

-

H. S.

Nathan Salmon
MINN

j

j

CANON CITY

1

Strawberries!
Agents for

I

KNEIPP WALT COFFEE

CUT PRICES!

CARL A. BISHOP AND COMPANY

f

V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY

ML

& COMPANY

--

I

j

WE

!

Leading urocers.

Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods.

WINTER GROCERY CO.

RASPBERRIES

1

terns and perfect

General Insurance Agents

1

1

S. E. Corner Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

MMMMMMH MMM

aMMMMM

j

CHARLES WAGNER

msrmmitmmmm mcoidajiTiii

Furniture Co

Cart wright & Bro.,
WHOLESALE GROCERS
H. B.

Grain. Flour and Potatoes.

are as far

Stationery.

Patent Medicine and 6rocers' Sundries.
WOHfT ATTINTIOH 8IVEN

as

MAIL ORDERS,

representing the
PEOPLE

SANTA VM, N

"CHRYSALITE"

lew

"Enameled Wate"""
Our Prices Will Surely Interest You

--

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real
Estate Bought. Sold and Exchanged.
Lent
Approved Security.

. . .

ONCE YOU B ECOME A USER OF THIS WARE,
BUY ANY
OTHER KIND.
YOU WILL NEVER
COME IN AND LET US SHOW IT TO YOU ANY
WAY.

Afflda-Scho-

1

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE
228 San Francisco St.

Telephone

ni ico Empi oymeni Bureau
AND REALTY CO.

NOT THE CHEAPEST BUT THE BEST. WHY
NOT
BUY ANY OTHER MAKE THAT DOES
RERECENTLY
WE
GIVE SATISFACTION.
CEIVED A LARGE SHIPMENT OF THIS WARE
IS

. .

the

14

Non-Residen-

ts

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:

A Nice 7 Room House. Large
Lot. Good Location. Plenty of
Fruit Trees.

JULY 26, 1906.

THURSDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

Charles Wagoner, the San FrancisBARGAINS IN ORCH.
Street furniture dealer, Is about
ARDS AND RANCHES
A dispatch received this morning by again after a long siege with blood
Ho will leave tomorrow
frlondH here stated that tiho fuuoial of poisoning.
for Ojo Calleuto Springs to recuperLocated in the Fruitful and Far Famei
A 'loiter addressed to Mrs, Minerva Airs. John C. Baloomb has been postate.
of
the
mother
Espanola Valley Thirty Miles
until
the
arrival
Noely, Durango,' Colorado, js field at poned
A suit was filed today in the First
North of Santa Fe.
of the deceased at Raton. Mrs.
the postofllco for postago.
mother Is now en route to Ra- Judicial District Court for Taos CounIjos Ballarlores Club will give Its ton and no further
The following orchards and fawn
arrangements will ty by the Costilla Land and Investdance Friday evening In
for the funeral until she ment Company against Robert Allen properties in the famed and fruitful
be
made
Adams Ha'll, IOC Palace Avemie,
ami thirty-onothers to enjoin the Espanola Valley In southern Rio Arreaches that city.
in the Territory of New
Repairs are needed along Palace
Mrs. P, B, Campbell of Durango, defendants from trespassing upon the riba County
Avenue and other streets of the city
esMexico, are for sale at a bargain.
Crlsto
land
and
de
Sangre
grant
who
In
been
has
the city
as the result of washouts In the Colorado,
There are satisfactory reasons for Bellfor several days casting about for a pecially upon that part of it lying
g'ltters, caused by the recent heavy site for a steam laundry here, has la the valley of the Costilla River. ing. The section Is one of the finest
fruit and agricultural, not only In Ntw
ralna
made an offer to rent the kindergarten Abbott and Abbott aire the attorneys
The
Mexico, but In the southwest.
The cement sidewalk, which a short building from the board of education, for the plaintiff.
of water for Irrigation purposes
supply
r
'time ago, was put down on Don
H.
on
a
J.
which she feels confident will be accarpenter
McHughes,
at all times. The
Avenue along side the kaughlln cepted. Sho expects to have a steam lower San Francisco Street, has a Is ample and stable
la of the best. For particulars
climate
block, was partly taken up this mornlaundry In operation hero within two pet wolf, which he secured from a address R. C. Bonney, real esitatte and
ranchman several months ago. While
ing as a result of cracking.
weeks.
New MexInsurance
a pup, the animal is quite large ico. The agent, Espanola,
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, I. 0. 0. F.,
are:
The United States Bank and Trust only
properties
and ferocious looking.
will hold Its regular weekly meeting
However, apNo..l, 45 acres; 15 acres In alfalfa,
Company received a number of safety pearances are
this evening In Odd Fellows' Hall on
deceiving, for the wolf one acre bearing orchard; small house,
deposit boxes this morning which will will
respond to a call from its master well, bare and corral; all fenced and
San Francisco Street. Visiting Odd be ins tailed at
once, More are ex- and is never
happier than when he Is
Fellows are Invited to be present.
pected later on and will be put In petting It, or loads It out for a consti- under irrigation; one mile from
two and a half miles to railroad
.Miss Bertha
reSlaab, recently
place immediately upon arrival. The tutional, Mr.
McHughes also has a station ; price $30 per acre.
ceived a large Edison phonograph, a safety deposit boxes are of
absteel,
pup but says he is not going
No. 2. Full bearing orchard of 1.200
present from relatives In Boston. It solutely fire proof, and are generally coyote
to start a show.
Standard apple trees; six miles from
is a fine instrument and the records used for the
keeping of valuable paA largo consignment of statehood Espanola; good house, barn,
corral
are hlgh classed musical selections. pers, securities, Jewelry and valuables.
buttons have arrived at the office of and packing house; produced 2,900
With the abundant rainfall of the
Born to Mr. and Mrs. George A. Governor Hagerman for distribution. boxes of apples last year; Irrigation
past month, those conversant with the Fleming,
evening last, at The buttons are quite attractive, being from Rio Grande; price 12,000.
art of forestry say that this Is an I.as Vegas, Tuesday
a daughter.
Mother and
No. I!, Seven nre orchard and marin red, White and blue bars
opportune time for the planning of child doing well. Mr, and 'Mrs. Flem- designed
f
mile to town,
with the words "Joint Statehood" In ket garden tract,
shade 'trees and yard foliage of all
ing wore residents of this city for the center.
Similar consignments of railroad, postoffice, school and church;
Kinds.
about two years during which time Mr. buttons have been received by terri-- good six room house, .having
Merchants and other business men Fleming held the office of assistant lorlal officials at other
hnrn, corral, cellar and pack-luplaces and by
continue to sprinkle the streets at secretary of the Territory.
house; a highly profitable business
They 'county officers. As yet the buttons
their own expense because of the have many friends hre who send sin- have not made a
and a line home; produces annually
general appearance
In vegetables alone; price
of the sprinkling wag cere congratulations and best wishes. here
owing to the fact that few have ?70u in $900
been distributed, the Governor being $2,25u.
No. i. For sale sheep ranch of 520
absent from the city.
acres with good fences and ImproveSo many persons have weak hair,
J. E. Rose yesterday
finished his
lifeless hair, hair that falls out, splits
has excellent waiter, shelter,
painting contract on the elegant new ments,
at the ends, keeps rough and uneven.
homo of Governor Herbert J. Hager-ina- ti hay land and controls several thouSuch hair needs heln Thp rnnts
on Lincoln Avenue. The exterior sand acres of fine goat grazing land.
need feeding with a good
No better proposition for a paying
Aver's Hair Vigor. The hair becomes
woodwork Is painted entirely In white
stronger, grows faster, stops falling cut, keeps soft and smooth. Just feed
Ju.ud suJds much to the appearance of sheep ranch in New Mexico.
J. 0. Aver Co..
yum iiair ana you win cie sansnca witn it.
No. 5. Twenty acres, having about
T.owetT. lvrpiH.
the residence, but. the real decora-itivtan an,aD yt full Umdnn n..r.1AM
work Is on the inside. The din-inroom In particular Is very attrac- Diiiiiuuiu iviiiat;, peticues nnu piuins,
seven acres of good alfalfa and three
tive. Mr. Rose Is now at work with acres
garden land, good five room
his force of painters on the second
adobe bouse, well built and finished,
floor of the new business block erectgood barn; the whole place almost ened by Judge X. U. Laughlin.
tirely surrounded by a hedge of
Persons contemplating the erection
trees which serve as a protection
of buildings say that delay Is caused from the wind and add to the attracby a dearth of contractors.
The con-- i tiveness of the place; produced last
tractors already In the city have vear over $1,200; price $2,250; one and
more than enough work ahead to
keep a fourth miles east of Espanola.
them busy for a year. There are sev-- j
No. (!. The "Espanola Garden," one
eral residences to be erected on Iota half mile east of Espanola at $2,250.
on the Fort Marcy Addition, but con- - This place is a full bearing apple ortractors way they are simply unable chard and market garden tract of sevto consider plans and specifications. en acres; a six room house'; telephone,
barn, cellar, packing house, corral and
;0ne local contractor has twelve
That are Right.
on hand at the present time in wire fence and house for ohlckens. A
beautiful and convenient home and a
different towns of the Territory.
to make good money, besides
Partly cloudy tonight and Friday place
apples this place has cherries, pears,
jwlih scattered showers and thunder-- j
storms Is the forecast today of the plums, quinces and large beds of aslocal office of the weather bureau, paragus, spinach and rhubarb. The
ARE IN
The temperature- at C o'clock this vegetable products alone of this place
bring In annually $750 io $900. The
morning was 60 degrees. The lowest net
last year In vegetables
temperature during last, night was CO and receipts
fruit were over $500. Terma cash.
The
degrees.
maximum temperature
yesterday was 82 degrees at 4:05 p.
m., and the minimum temperature was
;57 degiws at 5:30 a. m. The mean
was 70 degrees with a
jfor (ho
relative humidity of 51 per cent. The
precipitation yesterday was .01 inch.
E. J. Myers, father of Lewis
Myers,
me young man held at the Territorial
Penitentiary here on a chargo of conspiracy to prevent the operation of
engines on the Santa Fe Railway, ar- Can make quick sales If price
rived frnm T.na Vowno
is satisfacty of following
assist in establishing the innocence of
properties:
nis son. He said that the young man
had never been employed by the Santa Fe but. had worked in the
foundry
at Las Vegas for seven years. "My
son might know something of the
to prevent the engines running,"
said Mr. Myer, "but he had
nothing
to do with it and should tell
anything
he knows, to the officers.
He is a
good boy."
Properties must be large and
Comb honey, green corn, raspberries
of
established value.
and peaches are some of the delicacies
In the local table market.
The honey
comes from Las Cruces.
DOLLARS
It looks like SEVERAL MIL
the popular white clover variety and
UNITED STATES BAJ
is retailed at twenty cents per pound.
Ready for Invertment.
The green corn Is shipped in from
Kansas. It sells at twenty cents per
Land scrip bought and sold
AflO TRUST COPAfiY
dozen ears. The first consignment ar- Hugo Seaberg,
rived last Monday.
The raspberries
retail a t ton cents per pint box. They
Raton, N. M
were grown In Colorado.
The peaches
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
are virtually of native production, be-- !
The New Mexican Printing Company
lng brought here from Espanola. They Is
prepared to do the best ot brief
are quoted at three nounds for twen-- i work
In short order and at, very reasPLACES AT YOUR DISPOSAL ITS
cents. Texas. watermelons are onable rates.
Lawyers, who desire to
FACILITIES AND INVITES YOU TO
jsilH in the market, retailing at two have their briefs printed rapidly and
and
cents a pound, or correctly and to present them to the
MAKE USE OF THEM.
from thirty to seventy cents nnlece
Supreme Court now in session here
Las Cruces cantaloupes are a good
on time, should call on the New Mexto the watermelons in popular ican Printing Company and leave their
favor and sell at ten and fifteen cents
each, according to size. Native grown
The New Mexican Bindery Is turncurrants are offered in the stores in
abundance at five cents per quart box. ing out some of the most artistic
binding in the Southwest. It is the
most completely equipped bindery In
If
.
you cannot afford to pay for a the Rocky Mountain States south of
dally paper, subscribe for the Weekly la
headquarters for legal blanks of all
New Mexican Review
and get the kinds. The company makes a
specialty
cream of the week's doings. It is a in
handling land office blanks, necesgood paper to send to your friends.
sary in homestead entries and In mineral applications. Prices low, especiSpecial summer rates to Los Ange ally in quantities. Circulars giving
les, San Francisco, and Pacific Coas full Information furnisho' n applicapoints by way of the Santa Fe Cen tion.
tral Railway, E. P.
S. W. Railway,
.
El Paso & Southern Pacific Railway,
'USTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
For information call on or address S.
The New Mexican Printing Company
;B. Orlmshaw, general passenger agent,
has prepared civil and criminal dockets especially for the use of Justices
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA : : : SANTA FE, N. M.
We print the latest and best newsof the peace. They are especially
ruled, with printed headings, in etthe
Spanish or English, made of good rec
.
ord paper, strongly and durably bound
with leather back and covers and canvas, sides, have full Index in front and
the fees of justices of the peace and
constables printed In full on the first
(Including Knox Hats)
page. The pages are lOV&xG inches.
What is the secret of good looks ? These books are made up in civil and
TO-DA- Y.
criminal dockets, separate of 32
Complexion a clear, smooth,
with health pages each, or with both civil and
complexion
youthful
criminal bound In one book, 80 pages
Boys Straw Hats for 15 cents.
tints that fairly glow with life.
civil and 320 pages criminal. ' To inYou can have a good complexion.
troduce them they, are offered at the
Your face, neck, arms and
following low prices:
hands can be made delicious to
4.00
Civil or criminal . . . . ;
look at. Use Hagan's Magnolia Combined civil and
crlmlnnal....$5.00
Balm and you'll look ten years
For 45 :ents additional for a single
younger immediately after apdocket, or 65 cents additional for a
plying it. It s not a cosmetic,
docket, they will be sent
or sticky. It by mall or prepaid express. Cash in
neither
is
it
greasy
I
I
111
I
ST1
TTi
d
is a liquid as harmless as
full must accompany order. State
water.
plainly whether English or Spanish
7$c, at all droggutt.
printed heading is wanted. Address
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING 00,
on.

The wagon now operates

co

MINOR CITY TOPICS

Gas-pa-

post-offic-

NEW

MEXICAN

BARGAINS.

OUR LEADER

Herewith ere some bargains offered
Comby the New Mexican Printing
pany: Code ot Civil Procedure of the
Territory ot New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 76c; Missouri
Pleading form 8, $E; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapt-eto New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
leather, $3; Sheriff's Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more hooks, $1 each; New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nog. 3 to 10, Inclusive, delivered at publisher's' price,
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
50c; Money's Digest of New Mexlio
Reports, full suaep, $250 delivered;
full list school tanks.
d

ComThe New Mexican Printing
pany has on hand a large supply of
writing tablets and scratch pads suitable for school children, lawyers, merchants and also for home use, which
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
and cheaper If ordered in larger quantities. These tablets are made from
the odds and ends of the best paper
obtainable, and you are getting double
your money's worth when buying.

GIVE ITS

A

CALL

i

wwwwwa -

..Linn.

Hair Help

1

Car of Old Hickory Wagons have
arrived, and are now on sale. It you
are in the market for a good wagon,
see the Old Hickory and get our
prices. We have also buggies, road
wagons, steel and rubber tired runa-

hair-foo- d

e

g
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FrameJ

Pictures, consisting of Carbonettes,
Pastels, Etchings, from the art store
of Ullman & Co., New York.
These
goods are attractive and offered' at a
low price to Introduce them. It costs
you nothing to look at them and be
your own ludge.
SUMMER SPECIALTIES,
We have a full lino of Gold Medal
canip nupplies, consisting of folding
cot.H, tables and chairs.
These folding
supplies occupy no space and add
pleasure and comfort to your camp
life. Also, fall line of tents and sup-iles. Call and see them.
FRUIT JARS.
We have a large stock of Jars, all
sizes and rubbers.

1:2" p
Kipatiola....,Lv..
" .. Erabudo
" .. 12:26,d
" .. Harrauoa
" ,.
" .. .Servlllottt. . .. " ,. )l:3fp
I0:2t)p
"

..Mi..

:l!p

3:00

I...SDta
" ..

bouts, surreys, ana platform spring
wagons. You need not send east, as
we will give you eastern prices with
See line before purfreight added
chasing.

Our Furniture
Department
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It you want anything on eartn
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Trains stop at Embudo for c iner
where good meals are served.
At Antonllo for Durango, Sllverton
and Intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
Intermediate
points via the stand- ard gauge line, via La Veta Pass or the
narrow gauge via Sa da. mak ne the
entire trip In daylight and naaslne
through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE
also for ail points on Creede branch.
S. K. HOOPER,
G. P. A., Denver, Colo

SAVE YOUR ICE

and consequently your money by purchasing a refrigerator that is built
scientifically and in the most modern
style. We can sell you the best one
on the market today and will guarantee It to give absolute satisfaction
or we'll take it off your hands.
You will obtain more refrigerator
comfort in a SITKA REFRIGERATOR
than from any other cold storage box.
Saves Ice, saves money, saves worry,
saves health and saves work. BookI
let for the asking.

s

Fall Samples

Come and Look

,'

PATENTS!
models made from
explanations. Machine, gun
and bicycle repairing. Also
new and second hand bicycles for sale and guaranteed.

LAND

Sntr

P

EHLE,

Malls orders promptly attended to.
Montezuma. Ave, 8anta Fe, N. M.
Telephone No. 38

SODA WATER
Any

'We

OUR PLACE
OTTO RETSCH

Proprietor.
Wines, Liquorsand cigars.
S

CHOICE OF ALL $3 and $2

A good looking face

FOR $1.00

dis-tille-

DEALERS IN

08 ANGELES, CALIF.

. . .

SALT and sEEDs.

! !THE 0NLV EXCLUSIVE

GRAIN

HOUSE

IN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

Flavor You Desire.

will deliver Soda Water In any

.tiantlty to any part of the city.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
Telephone No. 38.

THE

UUi

GRAIN, POTATOES,

RETAIL

Lemp's St. Louis Beer

C5io South Broadway

Pn

FLOUR, HAY,

'and

8ole Agent For

PLAZA

BARBER

e

LET US SERVE YOU.

STBAW-HAT-

HENRY KRICK

al

spsq

leo

K. BARBER SHOP

WHOLESALE

Grazing Lands.
Colonization Lands.
Mining Properties.

sec-on- d

fine

nUTILHIIU

Three First Class Barbers.
High Grade Shoe Shluer.
Largest & Best Tubs In City

Coal Lands.

LI

8

25fi,

T. W. ROBERTS'

0.

Send for Catalogue.

IMUflANn

Timber Lands.

Manager.

We make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINT;
ING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp

Attention,

San Francisco Stceet

256

t.ctn..

ED

ART PICTURES AND FRAMING

Fe

WANTED.

j

Kodaks and PHoto Supplies

SHOP

WILLIAM B PARSC-.Prop.
Leading Tonsorlal Parlor In Santa
Two Porcelain Bath Tubs.
Hair Cutting a Specialty. Three Tint-Clas-

V

urn

tlti

YOUR GOOD WILL

much the largest asset we hate in our business.

a,

".
s

Barters.
East Side of Plaza. South ot Postal
Telegraph Office.
BOUGHT to any
parts in the Country; send ticket
in and get cash for It; tran
sactions guaranteed; association office.
ROSENFIELD, 118 ft. R, Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.

KERR'S
Capital : Parlors

To hare our

customers say to their friends, "Every statement made by S. Spitz'
can lie relied upon" is the very heat recommendation we can' strive
for.

Reliability is our watchword and every

sile

we make is closed

only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory.

satisfaction to buy at a store like this.

It

is a

great

Every article carries with

it our guarantee.

C CPTT,7
1 u)
cs

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watehes, Jewelry, Diamonds.

--

The only first class in city.
Second to none in Territory.
Pour first class artists : :
Electrical Baths
$1.50
.25
Other Baths
Parlors Located West 81de Plaza
W. H. KERR, Proprietor.

....

f

:

LIVERY STABLE.

i

Fins Rigs, Reliable Horses, tlngl
ugglss, Surreys, Hasks,

Furnished..

Books and Stationery
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
. .

JACOB WELTIY1ER
I

. .

Hav Yet a Very Good Line of

LATEST

STYLE

LAWNS

And All Other Summer Goods

Reasonable

COAO. CLOS30N.

Papers

ALL PERIODICALS

i

Call up 'Phone Ne.
when In need
of Anythnli In ths Livery Line.

Drivers
Rates.

Daily

snd in erder not to carry orer tor next saason they will be sold from now
on at and below cot. Please call and looK at them, no trouble to show
geods.

,

ADOLPH SELIGMAN.

Suite's A

PAGE 8IX.

m

WANTS

CHARLES W. DUDROW

NiCW

MEXfCAX, SANTA

ARIZONA

fc'E.

X. M.

THURSDAY,

.line, and meanwhile the doctor's pracwill be looked alter by Dr, Adams
of Seligman.
Maricopa County.
It urried oat that itie nmn CousUiible
Sigala arrested last, week at Tonie on
suspicion of being one of the Hammond jewelry thieves was the right
man. ' After being taken to Phoenix
he confessed to the crime and conducted officers to a point on the river
about nine miles east of here where
he had cached the Hammond jewelry
and some other articles also supposed
to .have been stolen.
R. L. Balke of a curio store at
Phoenix, left on his annual purchasing
tour which will, altogether, cover a
period of nearly two months. He will
first visit the Navnho Indian reservation and lay in his stock of blankets
and native jewelry and wedding baskets for the coming season. He will
next visit the Zunis, famous for lUheir
pottery. Ho will then stop at Santa
Fe and visit the Chimayo trlbo In
that vicinity. The Chlmayos make
celebrated Mack pottery whioh (has
steadily grown In popularity.
William Convery, an eccentric resi- ient of Phoenix, died at his 'homo
there Saturday evening. For years lie
had lived alone and made his living
by raising chickens and doing in a
small way, the work of a trucUster.
The circumstances
surrounding his
death were such that the coroner was
notified and paid a visit to tho house,
making an Investigation. His effects
disclosed the fact that he had an ac
count at one of the local banks and
owned considerable property.
According to Frank Trott, the water
commissioner at Phoenix, there were
20,000 'luohes of water in the canals
Saturday. It was divided among the
various waterways In accordance with
a schedule agreed, upon some time

tice

NEWS NOTES

l

Lumber, Sash, and Doors
AIX KIXDS Qg BUILDING MATgUAI,

I Cord

And

Stovt Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Stovo
Delivered to Any
Part of th Cit- y-

A

CERRILLOS
and HAGAN

VUML

TRiNSFBR ud iTOBAGg: We Haul g tfytkiag MaTafcU
Phoue 35 Santa Fe.
Branca OBce and Yaraa at Cerrtllu, M. M.

COAL s WOOD
llatiui and Moncro Scrrpin.'il Lump, per ton
Cm Commercial liiiton Nut

pat-onie-

S.00

Seroenctl Domestic Lump, Trinidad Smiihins, Kindling, (Iraifl
All order? receive prnaipt and careful attention,
mid Cnrr1 Wood.

five-yea-

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
UVVl

;

GitrHelil Ave., Noar A., T. A S. I'. Dcn.n

i'lione No.

KdMSfi-

No. 49
Our guarantee of

-

KS.

Jewelry Catalog

and save money on your purchases.
high quality and correct style will cost you nothing;.
CATALOG IS FREE.

'BROCK
FOURTH

&

WRITE FOR IT TODAY.

FEAGANS, Jewelers

10S ANGELES, CAL.

& BROADWAY

L PASO ROUTE
t

This handsome solid vostibuled train runa through to New Orleans, Shreveport and St Louis without change. Carries through
sleepers Log Angeles to Chicago and intermediate points. Direct
nd Southeast.
connections made for all points North, Es

TAKE
THE,

$

I
TRAIN

NEW

FAST
TRAIN.

EXPRESS.

SCHEDULE
EQUIPMENT

Leaves El Paso at

6:50 p

m.

l
V

NEW

Mountain Dine

For schedules, rates and other information, call on or address,
R. W. CURTIS,

Southwttern Passenger AeM,

r,

. .

m

SI. PASO,

IB.
P, ToiMti,

(left. Passenger Agent,
Dallas, Texas.'

Traveling Passenger Agent,
El Paso, Texas.

XXSXSSXXS

S S X

SPECIAL
RATES EAST

Via

Through Standard Pullman Sleeping Cars
Through Tourist Pullman Sleeping Cars
Through Free Reclining Chair Cars

cars

Kepi

Fresn anil com by Electric Fans

Write us and we will take
ure in furnishing detailed

pleas-

G. W. F &F. A.
1700

e

Every woman covets a
shapely, pretty figure, and
many of them deplore the
loss of their girlish forms
after marriage. The bearing
of children is often destructive
to the mother's shapeliness.
All of this can be avoided,
however, by the use of Mother's Friend before baby comes, as this
great liniment always prepares the body for the strain upon it, and
preserves the symmetry of her form. Mother's Friend overcomes all the
and carries the expectant mother safely through
danger of child-birth- ,
this critical period without pain. It is woman's greatest blessing.
Thousands gratefully tell of the benefit and relief derived from the
use of this wondertul
remedy. Sold by all
druggists at $i.oo per

bottle.

Our little

book, telling all about
this liniment, will be sent
Tbe Bradfleld Regulator Co., Atlanta.

iFirSfBimd.

-

J

s

K

pewriter-

J. H. GINET, JR.,

POST,

Finesi Possible Conditions for Fruit
Raising Abundance cf Water.
The Kauanola Valley of Uio Itio
Grande beginning twenty miles north
north
of Santa Fe. ami extending
miles to Einhudo is pertwenty-fivhaps the greatest Irrigated valley In
New Mexico. No other valley has a
better climate, soil, variety of products or more abundant supply of ico.
water for irrigation. The soil In this
valley Is free from alkali, cold, stormy
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
winters or excessively hot summers; We print the news the day it
it Is shut In by high mountains and

Rnow-whit-

Remingto,,-

is, I

li'iin
11 C.

as a fruit district the conditions are
almost perfect. Thousands of acres
lie uncultivated and eighty per cent
of the waters of the great, Rio Grande
roll by unused. Home seekers are
settling hero rapidly and more are
welcomed to help make this beautiful
valley the best in tho Rockies.
For further particulars In general,
prices of bearing orchards, Improved
and unimproved lands, etc., address
Roscoe C. Bonney, real estate and Immigration agent, Espanola, New Mex-

o

o

fill

1906.

1

K.

IClIfll

The encampment In tne Hiiachuca
mountains which has been carried on
WANTED
Special agent to appoint
local canvassers
for "Keyless Pad- by Uie Young Men's Christian Assolock." New Invention. Demand enor- ciation of Bisbee and Douglas, has
mous. Good salary and expenses pay- been closed for the season.
That the camping has been a sucable weekly. Address, Manufacturer,
cess is putting it mildly. In the opin723 Chestnut
Street, Philadelphia, Pa, ion ot the
enmpers themselves it was
the
biggest
thing of the season, esHOUSES TO RENT.
two
the
weeks when the boys
pecially
Houses to rent, lease or tor sale,
atfurnished or unfurnished, good loca- of the junior department were in
tions. Call on Uie reliable firm, Hughes tendance.
With more noise and wild gestures
ft Delgado. Office west aide of Plaza.
than properly fitted the time and
place F. Arrlola, a Mexican of Plrtle-vlll400 ACRE RANCH FOR SALE
camo into Judge McDonald's
One of the best ranches in New Mexi- court
yesterday with sharp words on
co, half a mile of permanent water, his
Hps and bitter wrath In his heart
two good small adobe houses, corral,
the man. 'ho claims has stolen
against
spring, 320 acres of bottom land,
his shirt, says the Douglas Dispatch.
All under fence. Am owner
Arrlola says that as he was passing
of this place and will sell cheap for
the home of Mrs. Walatro Espinoza
cash.
Largo open range joining. I in Pirtlevllle he looked In and saw
have also a (ine truck farm, 40 acres a
strange man wearing a shirt which
cultivated land under ditch, 6 acres iu he had missed from
his home a short
orchard, 300 acres of pasture.
Will time before. '
This," said Arrlola,
r
give right party a
lease on pulling a
of bright new cloth
this place. Cash rent if desired. This from his strip which
made a strikpocket,
place is within two miles of Santa
ing contrast with the shirt he was
Rosa. Flue local niarwet for all prowearing, "this is a sample of the cloth
ducts.
Address, W. C. BURNETT, of which my wife made a shirt for me
Nanlii Rosa, New Mexico.
a day or so ago. Your honor, I would
have the house of Mrs. Espinoza
TO EXCHANGE.
searched." Judge McDonald at once
A pleasant home In Canon
City Colo, asked M, Corona to write out a search
a
In
for
road
home
Santa Fe, enquire warrant and an officer
departed for
of Corbet t & Smythe, East side of the
missing shirt.
Plaza.
25'lt
Maricopa County.
Regorlo Painter is turning the town
of
Blanks
Legal
every description
down in an endeavor to locate
anil conforming In lie laws of New upside
Jose Marie who, she alleges, has kidMexico aro on hand and for sale hy
naped her thirteen year old boy. The
the New Mexican Printing Company.
lnd was working for him and both
have disappeared, says the Arizona
The disgusting discharges from the (Phoenix) Gazette.
ago.
nose and throat, and the foul catarrhal
Judge Burnett was ono of the offOut of several thousand names that
breath, are quickly dispensed wltn by icials consulted about the matter and appear on the assessment roll for
Dr.
Cure.
Such the judge, In the course of the conusing
Shoop's Catarrh
Maricopa County, the board of equalisoothing untiseptle agents as Oil Eu- ference with the woman, learned that zation has selected twenty-twand
calyptus, Thymol, Wild Indigo, etc. her son is a lad for whom there is a cited them to appear on
August 21 to
e warrant
have been incorporated Into a
in
court.
his
charging larceny
show cause why a raise should not be
cream, making a catarrhal halm He became at once convinced that the made. The
proposed raises to be made
unexcelled.
Sold by Fischer Drug Co. lad had not been kidnaped without
by the equalizers total $23,300, or an
Ms own consent and told the woman
average of a little more than $1,000
Subscribe for the New Mexican, he could do nothing for her. If the for each of the
property owners cited,
W'e print the news the day It hap- boy can be located he will probably
have
a
to
tho
school.
reform
journey
pens.
So far this season one hundred car
HOTEUBRIVUS.
loads of cantaloupes have been shipHEALTHY CHILDREN.
from Mesa for the markets of the
ped
There is nothing hotter for weak,
Palace.
Laurilzen's east, north and Pacific coast. Most of
puny children than Dr.
Mrs W. A. Louden, Montpeller, O.;
the shipments were made to Chicago',
Health Table Malt. It makes them
but quite a number were made to oth- B. O. Wilson, Las Vegas: George H.
And being
strong, fat and hearty.
er points in the east as well aa to Los Brewer, Phoenix; J. M. Spencer,
can result
absolutely
When it is remembered that Poughkeepsie, New York.
Angeles.
only in good for the little ones.
Claire.
each one of these cars contains at
H. S. KATJNE & CO.
F. H. Lester, Albuquerque:
Miss
least 350 crates of the little ribbed
Phone 26
a total of 35,000 crates Ruth Winsor, Cowles; Miss Harriet
CITY BOTTLING WORKS, Phone 38 melons, making
for an even hundred cars, and the sea- Goldstein, Gladstone, Michigan: L. B.
son by no means Is over yet, It can Sylvester, Monte Vista, Colorado; O.
be readily seen what the cantaloupe T. Stevenson, Turoji, Kansas; Miss ElMen Past Sixty In Danger.
la uwens,
Miss Gladys
More than half of mankind ovet industrv is to the vallev
Eslancla;
IronsBtaiw'a; loll R. aa. Albn- from
of
suffer
with
kidne
an
obscene
Charged
age
slxly years
sending
and bladder disorders, usually enlarg-men- letter through tho mails James
T. jinrrnnp; A. L. Kendall, Cerrillos.
Normandie.
of prostate blands. This la both Boyd, better known as Jimmy Boyd,
Richard Jones,, Kansas City; Marpainful and dangerous, and Foley's a well known mining man, was artin Loeheck, St. Louis; Julian MarKidney Cure should be taken at the rested by United States Deputy Marfirst sign of danger, ns It corrects Ir- shal J. A. Porterie, and is now in jail tinez, San Jose; Antonio Archuleta,
Rowe; Jesus Apodnca and daughter,
regularities and has cured ma'iy old at Phoenix.
While the above is the specific Teofilo Candelaria, Albuquerque; Mrs.
men of this disease Mr. Rodney Bur"I suf- charge the circumstances surrounding J. G. Mcintosh, Miss Jennie Mcintosh,
nett, Rockport, Mo., writes:
fered with enlarged prostate gland the case are said Jo indicate that Boyd Toledo, Ohio; Miss Ella Owens, Miss
crime Gladys Irons, Estancia: G. Phillips,
and kidney trouble for years and aftei is guilty of a most, detestable
how far he has gone is not defi- Idaho Springs, Colorado; P. Allla.
taking two bottles of Foley's Kidney though
am now 91 nitely known. The letter was written Lamy.
twenty years, although
Coronado.
girl with
Cure I feel better than I have for to a little fourteen-year-olP Stimmel, Aiitouito.
whom Boyd is known to be quite famyear.! old." Ireland's Pharmacy.
iliar.
She stoutly maintains that
Boyd's attentions had not resulted GOES AFTER AN
Lax-etA Candy Bowel Laxative.
ESCAPED CONVICT.
seriously but admits having been with
If you have Constipation,
him
She
a great deal.
alleges
If you have a coated tongue,
that the rough language she uses has
Sergeant It. W. Lewis or he MountIf you are dizzy, bilious, sallow.
ed Police U'ft Socorro yesterday en
been taught her hy Boyd.
If you have headaches, Sour StomPhoenix has had far less trouble route to Globe, Ariz., where he will take
achs, etc., risk K rents on Lax-etwith bugs and other Insects this year Into custody F.ngenlo Orona, formerSee for yourself.
Sold hy Fischer than usual, but for the last few
days ly a convict in the Territorial PeniDrug Co.
the grasshoppers have been making tentiary here who escaped from tho
more or less of a nuisance of them- guards May 10, 1905, while at, work
on the Scenic Highway near Las
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
selves In the evenings.
A. J. Peters & Company are clearYou can get some bargains In the
Vegas. He is held in the jail at Globe
real estate line right, now hy calling ing the ruins of their warehouse at on a petty charge and will he return.
m the reliable real estate dealers, Temple which burned
last month. ed to tho prison here.
Hughes fi Delgado Office west side The work is rather difficult because of
the great quantity of baling wire that
of Plaza.
MARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
makes the handling of the debris ex- The new marriage license law re
quires prohalo clerks to post three
G. 3. Burhans Testifies Aftre Many ceedingiy difficult,
Graham County.
copies of the new law in conspicuous
Years.
Having waited for several months places In each prechut. The New
0. B. Burhans, of Carlisle Center,
while the Territorial Sanitary Board Mexican has printed Hie law neatly
N. Y writes:
"About, four years ago
could make up its mind whether or on cardboard and la now
ready to fill
f wrote you slating that I had been ennot it would act, Sheriff J. V, Parks orders in English or Spanish at llfty
tirely cured of a severe kidney trou- and Live Slock Inspector W. R. Spaw,
cents for each poslpr. Probate clerks
ble by iakirig less than two bt.t.tles
went to Phoenix from Graham Conn-t- should enter their orders
Immediately,
of Foley's Kidney Cure.
It entirely
confer with Governor Kibbey restopped the brick dust. sediment and garding a reimbursement of $093.90.
"AND THE WORLD GOES ON.".
pain and symptoms of kidney disease Three
years ago Inspector Spaw seiz- , The nbove Is the title to a new song
1 am
to
that
disappeared.
say
glad
ed twelve head of cattle near
that is gaining In population every
I have never had a return of any of
which he sold, Parks buying day. The '"Bon Ton" is the title of
those symptoms during the four years them at
like
for
sale
something
public
the best lunch counter and hotel in
that have elapsed and 1 am evidently $350. Owners of the cattle brought
cured to stay cured, and heart'ly rec. suit against him and Spaw for the Santa Fe, which )h also gaining In
When you oat there once
ommend Foley's Kidney Cure to any value of the stock costs of the action popularity.
you have a longing desire to continue
one suffering from kidney or hlald?r and
damages of $200.
a customer. And the world si 111 goes
trouble." Ireland's Pharmacy.
John J. Birdno, Graham County's on. Are
you glad?
efficient assessor, spent a few days
in
business
on
week
INDIAN
last
Clifton
FESTIVAL. in
SANTA CLARA
The New Mexican Printing Comconnection with his office. He reports
Sunday, August 12th, 190C.
Is prepared to fll! promptly and
pany
On this occasion the Santa Clara In- that the taxable wealth of the county
all orders for engraved
satisfactorily
dians will ho .Joined by those of San this year will be about $6,700,000, visiting cards, marriage announcas
much
Is
more
than
which
again
exJuan and San Ildefonso and an
ement, invitations and all work of that
tended program of dancing, racing and as it was four years ago. In the mat- kind. Prices as low as compatible
Graham
of
mine
assessments,
ter
games has been arranged.
with good work. Call at the New
takSanta Fo Lodge of Elks will have County heads the list, and will be
office and examine samples
Mexican
of equaliIn charge an excursion to be run over en by the territorial board
and prices.
of values, and
standard
as
the
zation
the D. & R. G. Railway on this date,
of other counties will bo
train to leave Santa Fe at 8 a. m,, re- the mines
New Mexican advertising pays.
raised to correspond with it.
0
Santa
Fe
at
at
turning arriving
Coconino County.
p. m.
One of the effects of the celebration
Fare for the round trip $1.50. Tickon the Forth of July Unto
ets on sale at Fischer's Drug Store ait Williams
awaken interest in ft
to
was
year
and Kerr's Barber Shop.
couple of members of the Flagstaff
gun club, resulting In the reorganizaStimulation Without irritation.
name of
That is the watchword. That is tion of that body under the
Clifh. J. W. Franwhat Orlno Laxative Fruit Syrup does. the Skylight Gp
T. E. Pollock, treasurIs
Cleanses and stimulates
the bowels cis president,
H. S. Fine, secretary.
and
Steps
er,
without Irritation In any form,
will at once be taken toward establishfor the club, and
NATIONAL ENCAMPMENT, GRAND ing suitable grounds
a Shoot Wii'H be pulled off there In the
ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC.
near future with the Williams club.
Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 13 to 18, 1906
County Assessor Burt Cameron who,
For the above occasion the Santa Fe
will sell tickets to Minneapolis and with his wife and family have been to
California for a month, have returned
return at a rate of $31.30.
Dates of sale Aug. 10th and 11th; to ithelr home In WUIiaims. Mr. Cagood for return passage Sept. 30th, meron will resume Ms position with
the Babbitt Brothers, about the first
190fi.
of August, again taking charge of their
H. S. IUTZ, Agent.
room.
Santa Fe, N. M.
shipping and receiving
Dr. and Mrs. A. G. Rounsevllle, of
Pink Lips, Like Velvet. Rough, Williams, have gone to Chicago, and
Chapped or Cracked Lips, can be made from there will proceed to springs at
as soft as velvet by applying a Mgnt West Baden, Indiana. For some time
coating of Dr. Shoop's Green Salve. past the doctor hm been ailing and
It takes out completely the soreness hopes the trip to the springs and tine
of cuts, bruises, and all skin abra rest from business will soon restore
New Mexican .Printing Company,
sions. Sold by Fischer Drug Co,
his health They will be absent some Dealers, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

THE BEAUTIFUL
ESPANOLA VALLEY

JULY 26,

Stont Street, Denver,

T. P.
Colo.

A-

-

fThe Ningfo'n Typewriter Io5b
pgLQwiTckoif, Seamons

Ic.igest.

& Benedi'cl.L.327

Was In Poor Health for Years.
Ira W. Kelley, of Mansfield, Pa.,
writes: "I was in poor health for two
years, suffering from kidney an! bladder trouble, and spent considerable
money consulting physicians without
obtaining any marked benefit, but was
cured by Foley's Kidney Cure, and I
desire to add my testimony that it
may be the cause of restoring the
health of others." Refuse substitutes
Ireland's Pharmacy.

"3o

does

Ihe

Broadway.

Reminglon;rjjlorJ
New Yorkl--

FOX AND WOLF HOUNDS
ol the best English' strains
in America; 40 years exper-

ience In breeding these tine
hounds for my own sport, I
now offer theia for sale.
Send Stamp for Catalogue.
f.B. HUDSPETH, siblev, Jackioa Co., Mil

Thnrei more Catarrh In :hts section to
country tliHn all other disease, put together,
and until the last few years was supposed to
If your Stomach js Weak,
Vor a creut many years
be iucurablo.
If your Food distresses you,
doctors pronounced It a local disease and
local
and by constantly
remedies,
prescribed
If you are Weak and Nervous,
to cure with local treatment, prouse lr. Shoop s Restorative one tallingr
nounced it Incurable. Science has proven
to be a constitutional disease and
month and see what It does for you. catarrh
therefore requires constitutional treatment.
Sold by Fischer Drug Co,
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by K.J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, Is the only constitutional cure on the market. It is taken
internally in doses from 10 drops to a
War Against Consumption.
It acts directly on the blood and
All nations are endeavoring to check mucous surfaces of tho system. They offer
hundred
one
for any case it fails to
the
ravages of consumption, the cure. Send fordollars
circulars and test imonials,
"white plague" that claims so many address: P. J. CHKNKV A CO., Toledo, Ohio
by Drupjrists, iAo.
victims each year.' Foley's Honey and Sold
Take Hall's Family Pills foi constipation
Tar cures coughs and colds perfectly
and you are in no danger of consumption. Do not risk your health by tak, CITY OF MEXICO VIA SANTA FE,
$43.65.
ing some unknown preparation when
One fare for the round trip- dates
Foley's Honey and Tar Is safe and
cerialn in results. The genuine Is In of sale April 25th to May 5th, return
a yellow package. Ireland's
Phar- limit July 31st.
Also on June 25th to July 7tt, remacy.
turn limit September 15th. Also September 3d to 14th Inclusive, return
who Is stopping In Santa
Dr. Shoop
limit October 31st. Liberal stop overs
Fe for a few weeks has given us the allowed.
agency of his Dr. Shoop's Health CofJust like Santa Fe all the way.
fee. We would like very much to have
Cull on any agent for Information.
our customers ana otners try a
II. S. LUTZ,
package of this most excellent cereal
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
Coffee. Dr. Shoop has found that nervous troubles, stomach, liver and kidSUMMER TOURIST HATES.
ney complaints, etc., are Invariably
Santa Fe to Denver, Colorado Springs
aggravated by coffee drinking. To
avoid this, he created his Health Cof- and Pueblo via the Denver fc Rio
on sale June 1st to
fee, using pure toasted grains, malt, Grande, Tickets
final limit October '31st
fruits, etc. The flavor is of true Old September 30,
Government Java Coffee, yet not a Stopovers allowed north of Pueblo in
direction. To Denver and regrain of true Coffee is used. Sold by either
turn $22.55. To Pueblo and return
Co.
Cartwrlght-Davl- s
$17.55. To Colorado Bprlngs and return $19.55.
During the summer kidney IrreguF. H. M'BRIDE, Agent.
larities are often caused by excessive
drinking or being overheated. Attend
If you have anything to soil, rent or
to the kidneys at once by using Foley's
exchange use the "Want," columns of
Kidney Cure. Ireland's Pharmacy.
the New Mexican.
,
The New Mexican alma to please
the best element In the community. It 'A "want ad" In the New Mexioan
is always bright and It Is always clean. brings sure results.
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Hymen In
An Auto
"By

1

"

CopyriylU,

lm,

by Beatrti

"

ME T

Edith M. Doatu

Fearson?"
"But, father- ""I tell you there's nothing more to be
aid!" stormed the colonel.
Charlotte's slender figure stiffened.
The brown eyes flamed with a defiance
very like the colonel's own.
"He has a right to demand Justice,"
she Insisted. "There are nothing but
the best accounts of blui on every side.
Tet just because of tbat old grudge
against his father you forbid him the
bouse."
"And I shall see to it tbat he stays
out.
young JackaPresumptuous
napes!" Interrupted the colonel explosively.
"But I love him:"
"Love him!" - The colonel looked aa
If he would burst.

Charlotte's cheeks were flushed; her
yes were very bright. "And I intend
to marry blm," she finished as the
heavy portiere fell behind her.
The colonel glared Impotently at the
unoffending yellow curtain;
then,
plunging bis hands into his pockets,
stalked up and down the room, boiling
with wrath.

BELEN,

tion of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System

Old Mexico.
1,000 business and residence lots, size 25x140 feet, laid
out with broad 80 and

streets, with alleys 20 feet

70-fo-

wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
shade trees; public school hoiiM, costing $16,000; church-

es; Commercial

Club; a population of 1,500 people;

eral large mercantile establishments; the Belen

sev-

Fatent Boil-

er Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery j three hotels, restaurants, etc., Belen is the largest shipping point
Its importance as a great, commercial
city in the near future cannot bo estimated.

railroad

WAIT-I-

aud in the brilliant moonlight that
made the night as clear as day Its occupants were plainly vlslble- -a girl In
a long, loose automobile coat and a
man who drove the machine with desperate baste, bis eyes steadfastly ou
the road except when be turned to regard his companion will) rnplurous delight.

Charlotte had been lu earnest. She
loved her bluff, choleric father, but be
should have known it was impossible
to forbid a daughter of two aud twenty to marry a man of irreproachable
character who was able and anxloun to
marry her.
"It Is so daring!" she hud objected.
"Yes, but there is uo other way, and
I love you so!" Osborne pleaded, and
the look lu bis eyes bad melted Charlotte's last lingering scruple.
The machine whirled along at a reckless pace, spinning along the smooth,
hard road, taking the hills with dizzy
'
Intrepidity.
"What If something should happen?"
suggested Charlotte nervously as they
breasted a long slope and, turning abruptly, dipped suddenly down a dangerous descent.
Robert Osborne seized the lever of
the band brake and Jammed It on.
"Something is going to happen," he returned blissfully. His eyes, watchful
and alert, were ou the road before him,
but his voice left nothing to be desired,
"I didn't ineau that," said Charlotte,
with a radiant smile. "1 meant"
As they swung around a curve at a
desperate pace and struck a bit of
level road Osborne let nut the machine another notch, and Charlotte's
voice trailed Into silence as the car
gave a quick jump and tore along the
firm, level surface.
"Whatever you mean, it won't make
any difference, dear.'1- - The motor beat
a continuous accompanimeut to Osborne's voice. "You are mine, and I
won't give you up.. Mine. Oo you hear,
dear?"
The fresh air rushing past cooled her
face aud fears. She looked, with a
sense of security, at the tense, watchful figure beside her. Yes; she was
glad she had come, but
"It la daring," she said softly again.
The car dashed on, speeding past
wooded slopes, scudding through the
bright patches of moonlight, As tbey
whirled around a short curve the scattered houses on the outskirts of a town
came Into view. Tbey drove quietly
through the deserted streets, A low
set, yellow light twinkled from the
vicarage window all the other houses
were darkened. Osborne drove cautiously up to the little lighted house.
The door was opened by a ruddy,
kindly featured old man who, greeting
them cheerily, ushered them Into a
pleasant, homelike room.
"This It very Irregular," he said, half
smiling, half disapproving. "It Is only
because I have known you, Robert,
ever since you were born and baptized
1

am will-

ing."
Breaking off abruptly, he took Charlotte's baud In his and regarded her
earchlngly.
' "Are
you quite sure you will have
nothing to regret in this hasty marriage?"
"I am sure." Charlotte blushed crimson, but met his eyes unflinchingly.
Then the minister opened bis prayer
book aud Robert took her band In hit
and drew her gently forward,
"I, Robert, take thee, Charlotte"
Jutt then there broke on the stillness
Of the night a sound tbat froie the
ward pa hit lips.

ANrT)

WILL AC

FF,

The lota offered

an

in the center of the city,, well grad
;

no sand or

clas bakery, tailor

shop, shoe

ed (many of them improved by ciitivation)
gravel,

We need a first

house, jeweler, plumbing shoj., planing mill,
yard, drug store, harness shop,

onai

eK etc., aiA

and wood

int

claw,

modern holM.

Our prices of lota are low and
on easy payments;
d
title perfect; warranty deeds.
purchase money,
caau. Two-thirremain
with
on
note,
may
mongtige
One-thir-

for one year, with 8 per cent, interest thereot.
t
Apply at once for map aad prices, if you wish to secure
the choicest lota, to

BE8QE8, Secretary.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
Cnrloiilly.
At Eaton hall In the clays of the old
Duke of Westminster there stood on
the mantelpiece of tlio principal guest
chamber a clock of somewhat remarkable design. Underneath hung a card
bearing the legend. "Plonse do not
touch me." This room was set apart
door.
for bachelor visitors especially. An
The distant trees loomed specter-likIn the white glare of the headlights aa eminent politician to whom this room
had been allotted asked his host one
the car dashed toward the vicarage.
With one quick swing of his power- evening after dinner the reason for the
ful shoulders Osborne grasped Char- prohibitory injunction. The duke replied: "I have often contended with
lotte and lifted her Into his car.
. ''Come with us! (let Into the ear!" my wife that women are more curious
than men. To satisfy me of the conhe commanded the minister despertrary fact she has placed the clock to
ately.
For au instant Osborne thought lie which you refer In the bachelors' room
with the notice affixed to It. The rewould not do It, and then unexpectedsult has been that every man. with one
ly the old man climbed Into tho wait-Ininotable exception, who has occupied the
automobile.
Osborne bounded ou the step, seized room lias asked me the reason of the
"And who." Inquired the
the steering wheel aud started the car. notice."
The throb of the motor deepened and visitor, "who, may I ask, was the notable exception?"
"Mr. Fuwtwtt, the
the car was off with a bound.
"Now go on! Finish It!" demit uded postmaster general," was the reply,
"but then, poor man. be was blind."
Osborne.
"This Is most Irregular," demurred
Women Itoxern.
the mlulster. He stopped hesitated
Many modern Englishwomen smoke.
and then glanced back at the approaching' headlights, and the ministerial Some of them used to bo expert boxers. Ann Field of Stoke Xewington,
shoulders squared lu a decidedly
fashion; the ministerial jaw donkey driver, Issued this challenge:
set Itself stubbornly; the ministerial "Well known for my abilities In
In my own defense, having beeu
eyes regarded the young couple before
affronted by Mrs. Stokes, styled the
him sympathetically.
European cbainpioness, do fairly invite
"I am ready," he Nald.
box"I, liobert, take thee, Charlotte," In her to a trial of the best skill la
OKborne's firm voice to the rhythmical ing for 10 ($50), fair rise and fall, ami
acoompauiment of the chuif, chug of question not but to give her such
proofs of my judgment that shall
the motor.
"I, Charlotte, take thee, Hubert," while oblige her to acknowledge me cbamthe wind blew fresh in their faces and ploness of the stage to the entire satisfaction of all my friends." Thereto the
trees and houses raced swiftly by.
"Whom God hath joined together let gentle Elizabeth Stokes replied: "I
not man put asunder." And Bobert. have not fought In this way since I
Osborne leaned toward his wife and fought the famous boxing woman of
minutes and
Billingsgate twenty-ninkissed her ou the Hps.
The pursuing car had been following gained a complete victory six years
hard on the retreating red disk of the ago, but as the famous Stoke Newlng-towoman dares me to tight her for
runaway motor, and when it slowed
the 10 I do assure her I will not fall
down the.otber car was beside It.
"Just In time!" cried the colouel tii meeting her for the said sum."
He was breathless aud
umphautly.
Building Wrecker.
disheveled and still bubbling with
Perhaps uo band of men In the world
wrath.
The minister smiled at him cordially. suffered such constant Injuries, If not
as the corps of building wreck"Yes, sir," he responded genially, "just death,
ers to be found in every large city.
In time, sir, to give them your blessTbey visit a building which has beeu
ing."
gutted by fire, the tottering walls of
which are still standing and which acTraining Hawk.
In traiulng hawks Instinctive fear of cordingly are a menace to pedestrians.
muu Is the first obstacle to overcome, It Is the business of these wreckers to
and, as usual In taming all wild crea- pull the walls down, and a half hour
tures, hunger Is the first and foremost spent watching them at this work
means to bring it Into subjectiou. As brings the quick thrill as nothing else
soon as it will consent to take food In our humdrum urbau civilization can.
from the hand and submit to be han- They swarm over the swaying walls
dled, stroked and hooded without much with reckless Impunity, fastening roues
struggling or "baiting," as It U term- here and there, preparing for the long
ed, the first step Is made lu its educa- and strong pull. Frequently the walls
tion. Much tact and gentleness, to- go In simply because of the weight of
gether with perfect quiet, .will work the men at work upon them. The bodwonders In Inducing It to feed. The ies are dug out of the mass of iron and
first form of hood used is called a brick, and the work goes on as If noth"rufter hood," being looser In shape ing had happened. Technical World.
and softer and having a larger opening
for the beak than the hood proper.
Janln'a Bebnke.
This hood, which every hawk has to beJules Janin, the celebrated French
come accustomed to wear nt all times,
writer and critic, was not malicious,
except when flying, Is stiff and blocked
to fit the head, care belug taken tbat but occasionally he would say a sereraak
the prominent eyes are not rubbed or thins, as If It were wrung from him
without his beiug able to bold it back.
Injured by imperfect fit, and is gayly
III natured man,
ornamented on top with a tuft of One day a rich but
scarlet or other colored wool, sur- who made sad havoc of the French
mounted with a small bunch of feath- language, called upon .Tauiu and began
ers. It Is of the first Importance In a tirade upon some trivial matter In
execrable French.
training hawks, and by means of It
After listening politely for some
they can be handled and carried any- time
Janin nt last replied to his visitor
where, among all sorts of sights and In
Latin.
scenes that, were they not blindfolded,
"What do you mean, M. Janin?" dewould cause the hawks to bate so viomanded the man angrily. ".I don't unto
themselves
would
that
Injury
lently
derstand you. I cau't speak Latin."
result.
"Try, sir. try!" cried the great critic.
"You could not speak It worse than
Getting- a Verdict.
A Texas correspondent tells "Law yon do Freudi."
Notes" how an obstinate juryman was
circumvented by his fellow judges of
'Mie Trap Shot.
the facts. The offence charged was asTrap isho.it lug has uiadt America a
sault with intent to murder. After the
land of straight shooters, and no counJury bad beeu out. about two hours
try lu the world can compare with the
verdict:
the
returned
following
they
United States In shooting, dun clubs
'
defendant
find
the
the
"We,
jury,
In America are directly responsible for
asor
and
guilty
aggravated assault,
so
sess his punishment at '5 fine, and tbat reputation which Uncle Sain
constant
boars,
lly
practice
proudly
herewith pay the Uue." Ou Inquiry as
unto the meaning of the last clause of the at luanlmate targets the American
himself for his
verdict, It came out that eleven of the consciously prepares
to amis,- Oun clubs are
Jurors had agreed that the defendant country's call
was not guilty, but (be twelfth dogged- really the outcome of the' abuudauce
The average
of live game lu America,
ly huugrout for a conviction tor aggravated assault, and would not consent business .man loves to (rend the woods
to a punishment less than a flue of $25. lu search of live game, but usually his
to go on these hunting trips Is
Finding It a hopeless task, to briug time
over the obstinate one to their way of limited to perhaps once a year, and
the Interval Be has lost his
thinking, the eleven finally decided to during
needed practice to
agree with him, and "chipped In" "shoollug eye." He
his
up properly, and
keyed
eye
keep
to
the
enough
flngj, ...
pay
In order to get practice at home during
he organized the gun
Th world which took but tlx days spare moments
could
to make Is like to take 6,000 to make Club, where between hours lift
get all the practice be needed Recreaout Browne.
tion.
Max-ulln-

e
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IT was (lie cuiHTiiuous, rapid beat of
a motor car, and they knew It at once
for what It was the roar of the colonel's automobile.
t?harlolte's face went white with terror aud Osborne's mouth settled In one
grim straight line as lie dashed to the

ATiTO.

M.

LIMITED

tfREIMJT TRAINS OF THE SANTA

JOHN BECKEB, Pmident.
W'--Z.

FAST

OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

BELEN T0WNSITE

for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
Mexico.

ALL

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

loading

East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and
points East to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and

struck 12 a motor car tore along the
road at high speed. It was a red car,

tbat

S

Ftittife Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico,
Located on Helen Cut-of- f
of Santa Fe R'y.

Cl

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., U the junc-

As the deep tones of the town clock

you and confirmed you

M.

W.

SEVEN.

iteoii

"A presumptuous young coxcomb!
Does be lliluk that bis money
glvei
him a right to make love to Charlotte

THB OLD MAN CLIMBED

MAGE

box-lu- g

e

u

i

'
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PRECOCIOUS INDIANA.

The Mexican Central haH recently
placed on salo tickets to New York and
return, going via the Mexican Centre-to either Vera Cruz or Tamplco,
SUNSHINE ROUTE, v.a TOrfifANCE
thence via the famous Ward StPam- to
Lino
New York. The return!
jsLlp
AND FREIGHT 8FRVICE.
will be by rail over any line to El' FAST PA88ENGER
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLf
Paso. The entire trip, covering thousands ot miles, Havana, Cuba, and Its
famous Moro Castle, Newport, and n
dozen of the largest cities ot the TJnl-- j
ted States, can be niado for $122.50. A
moro
delightful trip can not be
planned, as stop over privileges are
aiioweu ann tno tickets are good tor;
one year from tho date of salo. The
trip includes the City of Mexico, the
"Paris ot America."
Further infor- matiou can be secured by addressing
A. Dulohery, Commercial Agent, El
Paso, Texas, or W. D. Murdoek, As-slstant General Passenger Agent, City
'

Voted r'ui'

Hrfoi--

Slit- - Wfl

.tduillti-lulu (lie I l) ton.
Indiana hn-- t the miiiUe dlsiSm.-iicof
having volrcl for president before it
became a nioiulier of the family ot
states. In .lime, 18H!. Indiana adopted
a stale constitution, but was not adl uion until Dec. 11. In
mitted 10
the meantime ou Nov. 4, the tlrst legislature mcL at Corydou.
ludinnniw
have l.en precocious from the first,
and the members of the legislature had
no thought of letting a little mailer
like the fact thut what they called the
state was not really a state Interfere
With their voting for .lame Monroe
aud Daniel 1. Tompkins, for president
and vice president respectively As the
Indianapolis News, which tells the
story, puts It, Indiana politicians wanted to get in on the ground floor
On Nov 11, exactly a month before
Indiana was admitted to tho T'nion, the
legislature adopted a joint resolution,
"That it is expedient to provide at this
time for the election of three electors
to vote for president and vice president
of the United States of America nt the
ensuing presidential election." This
was approved by the governor, and two
(lays later Jesse S. Holman, General
Joseph Bartholomew and Thomas II.
Blake were chosen electors by tho legislature, this being the method In al)
tho etlu 0 (hot Hruu. - Yt'lille these
electors were chosen before the state
was admitted their vote was not cam
until a few days. after the admission.
Indiana's right to vole was disputed
when the national house and senate
met to open and count the votes, but
the uew state flnully. wou the decision.
d

!
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Ant l.fve nn l,lte.
In their migrations from plant to
plant the lice nre often aided by their
foster mothers, the ants, for many species are carefully cared for and guarded by the ever diligent ants. A peculiar sweetish liquid called "honeydew"
Is secreted by the aphides of which the
ants are extremely fond. To secure
this they herd the aphides, much as If
Frethey were little green cattle.
quently an ant may be seen tapping an
aphis with her antennae, upon which
a drop ot the honeydew Is exuded and
quickly lapped. Thus " the ants are
probably entirely responsible for carrying the young aphides which affect
the strawberry roots In Delaware,
Maryland, New Jersey and elsewhere
from the foliage down to the roots and
for carrying them from plant to p'nt
as the plants wither from their injury.
The melon louse is similarly carried by
the ants from hill to hill. But most remarkable of all is the case of the corn
root aphis, which lays Its eggs In ants'
nests In the fall, where they are carefully guarded all winter, and In the
spring the young aphides are carried
by the ants to the roots of their favorite food plants. B. D. Sanderson In
Garden Magaslne.

The wise prove and the foolish confess by their conduct that a life of employment Is the only life worth
No gentleman ever finds It necessary
to proclaim bis character in the assertion that be is a gentleman. Dnlutb
News-Tribun-

GATEWAY.

iTEAM.Hl?

TI0'FT

Hill
rrr

j

;

of Mexico.

Sjt:

If you cannot afford to pay for a
dally paper, subscribe for ho Weekly
New Mexican Review and get the
cream of the week's dolngr.. It Is a
gnnd paper to send to ynur friends.
I

If you want anything
a New Mexican "ad."

earth -- try

on

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.

Montezuma

Lodge

1, A. F. & A. M.

N'o

Regu-

lar communication first
Monday of each month
at Atasonle Hall at 7:30

A
lu Ynur Throat.
Did you know (.hut the throat has a

brain of its own?
suppose few people are aware of It, but It's a fact
There Is a small ganglion which exer
clses direct control of the muscles of
the throat and acts us Its brain. Of
course It Is subservient to the genuine
brain, but at the same times does a
good deal of independent thinking for
itself. II Is very timid and suspicious
of any strange objects that come near
the throai. For lliis reason It is very
difficult for
physician to operate on
the throat. Hcfure anything can lie
done in this direction it is necessary
for the operator to gain t he confidence
of the little brain that dominates It. It
frequently takes weeks before this confidence can be secured, and until It Is
secured It Is impossible to perform any
operation. Woe to the man who at
tempts voutih treatment to the throat
before gaining ho little brain's confidence! Mis operations will be resented
with violent paroxysms, first of the
throai, then of the diaphragm, and If
the operator still persist n the patient
will be thrown Into convulsions. Still
more curious Is the fact that this little
brain has a memory, and If once frightened In this way it Is almost Impossible
to ever gain its confidence, no matter
how 'gentle the operator may lie.
Pearson's Weekly.

Santa Fe Central Railway System

.

HI.

H. V. STRPHRV;,
ALAN R. MeCORO, Cecy.

W. M.

Santa Fe Chapter, No.
I, R. A. M. Regular
convocation 2nd Monday of each month at
Masonic Hall at 7: SO
p. m.

s. sriTz,

ARTHUR SELIGMAN,

11.

p.

Becy.

Santa Fe Commanricry No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday In each
V "
month at Masonic Hall at
:30 p.m.
W. E. GRIFFIN, E. C.
W. II. KENNHDY, Roeorder.

Ajfc

iaXf'
1

j

Santa Fe Lodgo ot Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
on tho third Saturday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening In
Masonic Hall, south side ot Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Maaons are
cordially Invited to attend.
CHARLES FRANKLIN EASLEY, 82.
Venerable Master.
PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Sec.
I. O. O. F.

O. O. F.,
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2,
meeta every Thursday evening in Odd
Fellows' Hall, San Fraaolscc street
Vlsltlni brothors welcome,
MAX KALTER, N. Q.
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.

Connections at Torrance, New Moxico, with El Pno & Southwestern
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways, At Kennedy and Santa Fe,
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Santa F
with the Denver & Rio Grcnde Railroad.
Special attention given to handling of paRsniigrrs and freight.
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock" Island A Pacific Railway, via
Torrance, New Mexico,
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
8. B. GRIMSHAW,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen, Mgr.
FRANK Dl BERT,
Asst Sec'y and Treas.
J. P. LYNG,
a. L, GRIMSHAW,
Trav, Freight and Pass, Agt.
City Freight and Pass. Agt.
General Offices, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

r Rubber Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TlME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USLN'G RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3E0AUSE THEY SAVE
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

1

KNIGHTS

OF PYTHIAS.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting every first
and third Tuesday evenings at 8
o'clock, Castle Hall temporarily with
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street.
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
fraternal welcome,
PAUL A. F. WALTBR. C. 0.
1. S. CANDELARIO,
K. R. 8.
R. II. BOWLER, Master ot Finance.
8. P. O. E.
Santa Fe Lodt,e, No. 4S0, B. P. O. H.,
'ioUIs ita regular session on the second

and fourth Wednesdays ot each month.
Visiting brothers are Invited and welNORMAN L. KINO, 1. R.
come.
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.

price-lis- t

15c
Stamp, not over 2J inches long
Each additional lino on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- o
Stamp, over 2, and not over 3J inches long, ,20c
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c
One-lin- e
Stamp, over Z and not over 5 inches long. . . ,25o
Each additional lino on same stamp, 20c.
One-lin- e
Ic
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two linos.
Borders of all Bhapes, nnder 3 inches long way, 2c eitrs.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Whero type used is over
inch in size, we charge
for one line for etch one-hainch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
Local Dater, any town and date for ten years
$1.00
0c
Ledger Dater, month, day and year in
88c
Regular line Dater
Defiance or Model Band Dater
.$1.50
Fao Simile Signatures, RubbeT Stump and Wood Cut, 1.B0
1.00
Pearl Check Protector
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
15c; 2ix3, 25c; 2fx4, 35c; 8x6i, 50c;
Iji2, 10c;
One-lin- e

ono-ha- lf

lf

W,

FRATERNAL UNION.
ui Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
Union ot Amnrlca. Regular meetings
first and third Mondays in each month
at, 8 o'clock p. m., OM Fellows' Hall,
San Francisco street. Vliltlng Frat-ewelcome.
R. L. BACa, Fraternal Master.
DAVID QONZALB9. Secy.
MAGGIl Q MONTOYA, Treat

FOR

4i7i,

Mo.

TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

JJEV lEX'lCAfJ PRIjTIMG CO.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

,

...a.

PAGE

BAS,

GIOCES,

BUTCHER!

CO.

250 San Francisco Street,
tirocerv Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone

No. 49

ICED TEA.
CEYLON TEA is doubtless the best
for iced tea. We have a good one in
bulk at 35 cents per pound. We also
carry m packages Cnase and Sanborn's, Monsoon and Upton's.

HIGH GRADE COFFEE,
FERNDELL SOAP.
We especially recommend the coffee
Ferndell toilet soap should retail at
In
L'5 cents for a box of three bars.
We carry a
of Chase and Sanborn.
order to Introduce quickly we nre sell- number of blends.
ing at 20 cents per box.
5 pound
sacks lowel blend, $1.15.
Each sack makes a gx)d towel.
STARCH.
5 pound Milli Pall blend, $1.25. packWe have secured a small quantity ed in a good milk can.
II)
of laundry starch put up In three
1
pound White package, 25c.
boxes which we offer at twenty cents
1
Mian
less
pound Yellow package, 2 for 55c.
That's
box.
probably
per
pound Maroon package, 30c
you're paying.
pound Green package, 35c.
I pound Cray package, 10c.
GOOD CIGARS CHEAP.
The White package Is a pleasing
In order lo sell them quick we offer
our present stock of Lillian Russell blend of mild drinking coffees; the yelMacigars at $1.50 for a box of r.n. This low package a good Salvador; the
is a regular standard cigar which sells roon package a fancy Jlarcaibo; the
the country over at five cents.
green a good Java; and the Gray pack-- I
age is a Fancy Mark jva, and prob-- i
ably the best drinking coffee ever
PET CREAM.
brought to Santa Fe. We also carry
There is no brand of canned cream this coffee in bulk and In five nuii ten
that gives bettor satisfaction than the pound cans.
PET. We have it In three sizes nt 5, SUAL BRAND COFFEE, per lb. inc.
It Is pure and the
i and 12
natural tlavor Is retained.
OLD DUTCH CLEANSER.
It chases dirt, and being in a powder is easily handled. Scrubs, scours,
RASPBERRIES.
Denver grown raspberries are now cleans and polishes. Will not. injure
scratch or mar wood,
coming forward in good condition and the hands, nor
at reasonable prices. Better buy now marble or metal, price 10 cents, in
large siftlns top cans.
if you wish any to put up.
1

i

LEVI

IPRANCISCO

HUGHES

DKf.tunn

HUGHES & DELGADO.

Insurance and Realwith Estate
small

St, Michael's

Caused By Absence of Contracto- rHow Building Will Be Occupied
When Completed.
Work la temporarily interrupted on
the new Salmon building on account
of the absence of Contractor A. Wind-

1906-

-

College

Tha following decision, made ty
reAttorney Geuml W. C. Held In
sponse to a letter from Professor
Hiram HadUe;, superintendent ot puo-HCarlsbad 109 degrees.
instruotloi, is of general Interest:
El Paso 102 degrees.
Territory of; New Mexico.
Roswell 101 degrees.
sor, who left the city about two
Office of Atorney General,
weeks ago for Denver. Mr. Windsor
190b.
Albuquerque 98 degree.
"ianta Fe, July 19,
structural steel
Las Vegas 95 degrees.
"Hon. Hiram Hadley, Supt. Public In went lo secure the
Santa Fe 87 degrees.
and material for the steel celling for
struction.
These were the maximum temperahave your letter ot the store room, and until he returns
"Dear Sir-ture records during the month of June
une Ko or sends instructions the carpenters
July 16, In which you submit,
according to the climatologlcal report
are compelled to suspend operations.
towing
quesifpns:
of the New Mexico Section of the
It is expected that the mew business
warrant drawn in
a
'First,
U. S. Weather Bureau, just from the
will be completed and ready for
block
for
teacher's
salary
ft
press of the New Mexican. In other paiymeut
within a few months. The
Mexi
occupancy
iln
New
school
words, Santa Fe is the coolct town to teaching a piM'lc
runus brick work was finished' some time ago
are
as
soon
there
co
ai
payable
the
be tound in the Southwest during
under roof. The
sufficient 4o the credit of tine district. and the structure is
summer.
of the building is sum an
front
part
funds
said
when
oi'Mhe
year
regardless
Las Vegas 2.80 inches.
nn unfinished state owing to the delay
YEAR BEGINS SEPT. 3, 1906.
became ft credit to the district.'
THE FORTY-EIGHTPortales 1.33 indies.
school In getting line structural steel for the
'Second. Can a public
Carlsbad .92 of an Inch.
of the store. ConsiderBROTHER F, LEWIS President.
teacher' snary in any way be re window frames
Santa Fe .51 of an inch.
cornice and tin work will be reable
of
funds
lack
a
of
on
for
record
duced
account
Such is the precipitation
quired on the front above the first
In other words, Santa Fe is for anyjeurrent year?
.luiio.
block is
Third. Can a warrant drawn for story. When the business
one of the dryest. towns in the Southt
over by the contractor it will
west.
public school teaohiug In New Mexiin this part of
co eve Ibccome a "void indebtedness" be one of the finest
El Paso, Texas, ii miles.
Hie country, and will be another valulaws?'
fclie
school
Mesilla Park 31 miles.
under
present
business district
Roswell 35 miles.
Thest questions were submitted by able addition to the
Santa Fe, 31 miles.
H. C. Harper, of Lincoln County, a of Santa Fe.
As has been previously mentioned
Tnis is the maximum wind velocity Mr, Harper would state all the facts
record for June. In other words, the of his particular case we might give the store part, of the building will be
occupied by the mercantile business
winds at Santa Fe are less severe than him a more satisfactory answer.
Uniof N. Salmon. Mr. Salmon Is In the
anywhere else in this part of the
might anser the first question in the
east at present purchasing a stock
ted States.
in
and
third
and
second
the
negative
Amarillo, Texas, 61 per cent.
the affinnative and completely an of dry goods and novelties for the
Roswell 47 per cent.
swer the questions correctly, yet there fall trade. His present place of
Las Vegas 41 per cent.
is a veiy important exception which business Is several doors west of the
Santa Fe 31 percent.
cotler his present case. I shall new store on San Francisco Street.
the may
1'ho above figures represent
'HiiIs
Into!
go
question quite fuUy at
average per cent., of humidity during this tlnje with the hope that In the
the
makes
MARKET REPORT.
.Tune. It, is humidity that
'discussion of the matter Mr.
eastern summer climate well nigh un general
case
be
treated.
Harper'ti
may
MONEY AND METALS.
bearable. As seen from the above, San
'Section 299, Complied Laws 1.897,
tn. Fe has a less per cent, of humidity
New York, July 26. Money on call
DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
Is
follows:
as
than any other town In New Mexico
per cent.
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS
"From and after the date of the
mentioned by the Weather Bureau
Prime mercantile paper
lowof
act
it
unlawful
shall
be
this
the
passage
Service and connected with
Silver 65.
est temperature records, clinches the for any board of county commission
firm
New York, July 26Copier
with all Una. Eaat and Weat
Connection at
fact that Santa Fe's summer climate ers, city council, town trustees, board $18..r0'frlS.75,
of education, hoard ot trustees or
can not be beat.
Tune ai Quick and Rate a Low at Other Line.
Lead quiet 5.75.
board of school directors of any school
Santa Fe 91 per cent.
26.
St.
Louis,
July
Spelter steady
district, for any purpose whatever to 5.92
Durango, Colorado, 90 per cent.
become Indebted or contract, any debts
Roswell 82 per cent.
PULLMAN SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
of any kind or nature whatsoever, dur
Amarillo. Texas, 72 per cent.
Chicago, July 26. Wheat, July
This was the sunshine percentage ing any current year which, at the end 75
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, on all Through
Sept.
sunwithout
Is
of
current
a
not
such
cannot
Not
day
and
single
for June.
year,
50
and
Corn, July
Sept.
No Ttmome Dalayt at Any Station.
shine at Santa Fe, the same story that then be paid out. of Hie money actually
Oats, July 34
Sept, 33
Is tnld eleven out of twelve months collected and belonging to that cur17.10.
rent year, and any and all kinds of Pork, Sept. $8,821-2- ;
at Santa Fe.
Lard, July
UTertiriBf Matte or Iafomatloa Addrr.K
Sept. $8.90.
Kor
indebtedness for any current year
$9.10; Sept. $9,171-2- .
Ribs,
July
6. P. md T. A., DENVER, C0L0RA00, if
K.
HOOPER,
S
which is not paid and cannot be paid,
BUSINESS AT
WOOL MARKET.
as above provided for is hereby de
P. A., SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
T.
A.
S
BARNEY,
LOCAL LAND OFFICE clared to be null and void, and any St. Louis, July 26. Wool steady and
unchanged.
officer of any county, city,
town,
STOCK MARKET.
Entries school
One Hundred and Twenty-fivdistrict or board of education,
Atchison 911-4- ; pfd. 100
Twenty-onFirst
the
who shall issue any certificate or other
During
V"w York Central 135.
Days of Month.
form of approval of Indebtedness sep
129 38.
arate from the account filed in the Pennsylvania
Southern Pacific 73
Thev are doing a kind office business first place or who shall at
any time,
Union Pacific 1501-8- ;
pfd. 93.
sure enoucrh this month at the local use the fund
belonging to any current; Amalgamated copper,
and
twenty
hundred
One
office.
land
year for any other purpose than pay-- 9S1-4- .
five entries have been made during ing the current
expenses of that year,
Steel 38
pfd. 1051-4- .
first twenty-ondays ot the ur warn snaii violate any or. ine DroLIVE STOCK.
month, over twice as many as during visions of this act, shall be deemed
Chicago, July 26. Cattle receipts
the month of June. Homeseekers are guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon con
selecting tracts In all parts of the viction thereof shall be fined not less 6,000, steady; beeves $3.856.40; cows
district. Entries have been made to than one hundred nor more than one and heifers $1.255.35; stookers and
every county. Owing to the large thousand dollars or confined in the feeders $2.50fT4.25; Texans $4.255;
calves $57.
number ot homeseehers now pouring county jail for a
period of not more
Sheep receipts 1 1,000, steady ; sheep
into the Estancia Vttlley, Torrance than six irumf.hL or. hy bath aiurfi fino
County is still at the head of the list, and imprisonment In the discretion of Z.906.IS0; lambs $4.757.75.
Kansas City, Mo., July 26.
Cattle
claims have been filed there the court
Forty-nintrying the case.'
receipts 8,000 steady to a shade lowup to July 21.
It will be seen that this section er. Native steers
$4$C.20; Southern
In detail:
of what Is known as iho 'Rniamon Steers
Southern Cows
$2.50(S$l.fi0;
Homestead entries, 125; acres, 18. Act' does
to
School Directors. $2 $3.40; Native Cows and Heifers
apply
832: final homestead entries, 8; acres. After the
passage of the above Act $2.50$ 1.50; Bulls $2.25$4; Calves
:)C2; desert land entries, 5; acres, 880 and on March
19, 1901 the following $2.50?,$5.50; Western Fed Steers $3.50
The homestead entries were divided Act was passed bv the
Western Fed Cows $2.50
(ffi$5.90;
as
of
district
counties
the
and became a law, towit Chapter 57, $1.50;
imong the
3,000
steady.
follows: Bernalillo, 4; Colfax, z Laws 1901. Sec, 1. That hereafter all MuttonsSheep receipts
Lambs $5.50ffi
$t.50iffi$5.60;
Guadalupe, !; McKlnley, 11; Mora, public school teachers engaged in $7.50; Range
Wethers
$4.75(f? $5.75;
16; Rio Arriba, 2; Sandoval, 3; San teaching within incorporated
cities, Fed TOwes $4.25 $5.15.
Santa
San
10;
Fe,
Juan,
Miguel, 11;
towns, and villages, as well as in anv
2: Socorro. 2: Taos. 2; Torrance, 49
other public schools in the Territory SAN FRANCISCO CITY
of New Mexico, shall be paid monthly
Valencia, 2.
HALL DECLARED UNSAFE.
The final homestead entries were: Instead of quarterly as now provided
Bernalillo. 2; Colfax, 1; Mora, 2; Rio by law, unless there are no funds
San Francisco, July 26. The city
Arriba, 1; San Miguel, 1; San Juan, 1 available in which event thev shall hall, which cost seven million dollars,
The desert land entries were: San be paid so soon as the funds are avail- was
formally declared unsafe by the
able therefor.
Juan, 1; Torrance, 1.
hoard of public worlts yesterday and
The total number of homestead en
"Reading this law In connection with ordered vacated.
tries made since January 1st, is the Bafeman Act funds of another cur1,030; acres entered, 115,706. Total rent year would not be available there- since said
date, but leaves the Batenumber of final homestead entries, for. The last mentioned act Is clear- man Act in full force and effect exto
intended
for
ly
the
num
provide
Total
aeres
speedy
16,515.
109;
entered,
cept as to debts before said date. The
ber of desert land entries, 131; acres payment of teachers' salaries and not Bateman Act may be and doubtless is
to
Intended
the
limitation
take
away
entered, 16,704. The total number of
a hardship on some public servants,
entries of all kinds since the first of provided for in the Batenmn Act.
but we all are presumed to know the
valia
"We
have
later law which
it, Is onr duty when accepting
January, 1906, is 1,217; acres entered dates certain debts of
boards of educa- law and
176.9S1.
of
tion and boards of school directors up employment from any
to a certain time but does not repeal the territorial government to learn
DIVIDENDS DECLARED ON
the said Bateman Act and if Mr, Har- what the paying capacity is and will
STOCKS per's warrant comes within those be during the period of employment
can
i
debts validated he can maintain action and render no more service than
New York, July 26. The directors against the county treasurer to com- be lawfully paid.
Respectfully submitted,
of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St pel the payment of his warrant SecMiFLAT
: BLANK :
W. C. REID,
Paul Railway today declared a semi tion 1. of Chapter 74 Laws 1905 proGeneral.'
Attorney
annual dividend of 3
per cent on vides as follows:
Section 1. All
The following pension claims for
common and preferred stocks. This debts heretofore contracted by boards
was no change from the last previous of education, or boards of school di- New Mexico veterans have been al
dividend. No announcement of the rectors for the purpose of paying the lowed by the pension office, principally
plan for financing the extension of the actual and necessary expenses of owing to the exertions and attention
W. H.
road to the Pacific coast was made.
maintaining the schools are hereby paid them by Delegate
validated.
a
George H. Werner, Ft. Bayard, in
Governor Hagerman
returned at
"This law was enacted March 14, 1905
noon today from Las Vegas where he and 1 take it that all debts for teach- crease of pension to $16 per month
went Monday for a visit with friends. er's salary contracted prior to said from June 15th, 1906, general law.
While in the Meadow City, he inspect- March 14, 1905, have been validated
Christopher F. Olay, Ft. Bayard,
ed the Scenic Highway and attended thereby. The law goes further and original pension $24 per month from
law.
a number of Informal receptions.
provides, for funding such debts into March 21st, 1905, general
Eliza J. Hudson, Tres Pledras, wid
bonds but the creditors need not fund
The ow's pension $12 from June 29th, 1906,
Subscribe for the Daily New Mex the debts unless they choose.
act is not in force as to debts created special act.
lean and get the news.
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Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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DENVER & tUO GRANDE

"Scenic Line of

tit WwM."

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE
.TO

22

2

Dnvr

Train.

761-25--

capital and also
ome choice property for the person
raro bargains for the wealthy. Let ns show you onr list of property.
:
:
Santa FeS. M.
Office West Side of Plaza,
We have

and Authentic Figures

Prov-

e

No.

Jollo Ice Cream powder makes it
easy to have Ice cream at will. No
cooking, Jiwt add a package to a quart
2 packages for
of milk and freeze.
25 cents.

Decision.

JULY 26,

-

(DELAY ON NEW
SALMON BLOCK

MATTERS,

OFFICIAL
Intei-stln-

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI- S

ICE CREAM.

SANTA FE CAN
NOT BE BEAT

THURSDAY,

SANTA FE, N. M.

SANTA FJ3 NEW MEXICAN,

EIGHT.

I'lntrt4

e

J.

IF.

IF. N.

AKERS.

TOWN SEND.

"THE CLUB"

TTm

New MesScswa

e

The old established linn of goods formerly carried
"Our Place" has been added to our stock. We buy our
goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute
purity. Elegant club rnnms in mmipptinn. Sidp entrance
to Coronado Hotel.
at

AKERS

&

Proprietors.

TOWNSEND,

e

EADQUARTERS

UBLISHERS

for Wedding Caxd aat aowwuiceaaaU M
tke Now Mesdctm.

Hi:

mi mm

nm mw

RENTERS. .

et

U ike PUc

BINDERS

Mercantile Stationery
Manufacturer Of

BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.
New

Santa Fe,

Sole Makers for New Mexico of the

Mario.

Celebrated Frey Patent

CHICAGO-MILWAUKE-

BOOK.

OPENING

HO FOR

o o

TflE

BEST SPRINGS ON EARTH
Good Road via Espanola, N. M.,

ALL HOTEL ACCOMODATIONS

SULPHUR SPIRNCS,

N- -

M.

J. W. MALETTE, MANAGER.

iOBBTTO ACADBMY:
SANTA

You'll

MEXICO.

FE, NEW

Have to Hurry!

A lady Just, from Mexico arrived in
Santa Fe yesterday with a beautiful
assortment of Mexican drawn work.
She needed money and we bought all
she had. Come quick and get. the
first pick.

Chamberlain's
-

'

, -

J

',.

Colic, Cholera &
"ii

,

'

i

-

f

OLD

: CURIO

:

Almost every family hat need
of a reliable remedy tor colic or
diarrhea at tome time during the

year.

Thk remedy it recommended
by dealen who have told it far
many yean and know its value.
It hat received thousands of
testimonial! from grateful people.
It has been prescribed by phy-

STORE

fir'"1"

J. S. CANDELARIO, PROP.
3
San Francisco St.
We Aro Headquarter!

for the Bett

Diarrhea Remedy

i

THE ORIGINAL

As-

sortment of

CURIOS AND CHIMAYO AND NAVA-HINDIAN BLANKETS.

Opals and Turquois
Drawn Work, Baskets, Pottery and Ire
dian Curios In the United 8taes.

''

c
.

Tw.jaU

v t:l,

...
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A GOOD SQUARE MEAL.
Makes a man feel at peace wltb the
whole world. You ca get it at the,
Bon Ton Hote! and I.unc.h Counter.

sicians with the most satisfactory
results.
It has often saved life before
medicine could have been sent for
at a physician summoned.
It only costs a quarter. Can
ou afford to rink to much for se
le? BUY IT NOW.

M. DIAZ, M. D.

J.

202 Water Street.

Telephone No. 30.

Office Honrs
1

to

3

p.

:

m., except Wednesdny
ai d Sunday.

PRIVATE HOSPITAL
First class accommodations for
limited number of patients.
Npw operating rooms completely,
equipped with modern Instru-

ments. Faradlc, galvanic
and static electricity.
Radiographic work.
Violet Rftys, Phototherapy,'
Ozone Generator, Etc.
,

)

